Over 500 STARTUPS mentored

50 Startups provided working space every year
@Startup in a Box Co-working space

30,000 FOLLOWERS
6529 followers on Social Media
5 Startups Successfully Funded

299 Events successfully conducted in North India
Sh. Manipal Dhariwal

On 8th August 2014, SACC was founded and now our journey is 6 plus successful years, in all these years our initiatives wouldn’t have been accomplished, without your blessings and support. Your support has helped us to be more determined, and remain firm on our vision i.e. to ‘improve the condition of mankind, through the medium of entrepreneurship’.

This year, with the efforts of the SACC core team and supporters, we were able to execute 65 entrepreneurial events successfully in Chandigarh and North India. Our team, through successful events last year, sensitized directly over 10000 students and professionals thus paving the way for networking and startup opportunities for wannabe entrepreneurs, students and professionals from our region.

As you are aware, most Startups struggle for an affordable space and apt environment, to park their business. Considering this need of the young aspiring entrepreneurs and start-ups, I on behalf of my team am proud to mention that, SACC erected its first ever Co-working space in Punjab, named **Startup in a BOX** in Mohali. Owing to the huge demand of startups in the region, this first co-working space of Punjab – managed by SACC, ‘Startup in a Box’ was expanded from 3000 sq ft to 9000 sq ft of area, currently it has 29 fully-furnished cabins, 5 suites and 20 freelance desks. Spread over 9000 square feet of area, this space is a plug and play facility, for all who aspire to become entrepreneurs. They can park themselves on a monthly subscription basis and at a very nominal fee. At **Startup in a Box**, they have access to unique facilities like: dedicated mentoring from industry experts, creative and motivating work environment, Internet access, electricity and air-conditioning, conference room facility, Startup Library (books & Videos) and a lot more. To know more on SIB: [www.startupinabox.in](http://www.startupinabox.in)

Building Startup Knowledge has been on our radar, for helping startups grow vertically. We at SACC believe that, Knowledge is the key to any effective process and model of growth, SACC and its team has been building content and easy to understand information of local and regionalized relevance, building on the this thought Team SACC has established an online education portal, **SACC UNIVERSITY**. Under this portal, SACC has developed various modules, courses on basic topics for Startups support, be it: setting a Sales Channel, Online/Conventional Marketing, Accounts, Roadblock and Challenges, Branding and PR, How to get Work, Funding and Startup Capital, Quality Assurance, Legal Hassles and Compliance, HR, Maintaining a Brand etc... This information can be accessed at the following link: [http://university.saccindia.org/login/index.php](http://university.saccindia.org/login/index.php)

We also aim to have a successful run in 2019, by nurturing more and more Startups and build a sustainable ecosystem for them. Looking forward to your continued support and blessings.

**Manipal Dhariwal**
ABOUT SACC

SACC is a non-profit, like minded community of selfless citizens of India, based out of Chandigarh and Punjab region. The SACC community is committed to community service and work towards the cause of promoting entrepreneurship and stimulating a Startup friendly eco-system. The SACC Community includes employed, entrepreneurs, working professionals, media persons, creative professionals and many diverse and accomplished individuals. The SACC team aims to bring a change in developing the Startup eco-system Pan India, with a primary focus on the Punjab and Chandigarh region. SACC started its operations in Chandigarh/Punjab region in 2014 and is headquartered in Mohali, Punjab, India.

SACC has various active associations catering to the needs of its associated startups, like Oyo Rooms for hospitality, STAN Professionals for all the compliance & secretarial needs, Cheema Medical Complex for medical needs, AIESEC International for intern requirement of startups, AESTUS wellness Centre, Kasauli for rejuvenation, Chandigarh Angel Network for funding requirements. Also SACC with Startup Weekend as its partner during the last few years organized over 6 effective Startup Weekend programs in Chandigarh, Punjab, Haryana and Uttarakhand leading it to sensitize over 5000 individuals, students and professionals, encouraging and awakening them about the Startup Weekends. Our efforts have been instrumental in getting some great results, as SACC has now over 120 Startups being mentored directly and remotely.

SACC through its strong pool of voluntary mentors, industry experts, entrepreneurs who have a combined experience of 15-20 years in the fields of Information Technology, Manufacturing, Services Industry, innovation, Product Engineering, Media & PR, Education, Agriculture and Alternative Energy solutions can add value to the aspiring startups at a grassroots level, especially in states like Punjab, Haryana, Chandigarh, Uttarakhand and ultimately at a pan India level (http://www.saccindia.org/india/aboutus/the-core-team).

WHY AND WHEN WAS SACC FOUNDED

Startup Accelerator Chamber of Commerce was founded by Mr. Manipal Dhariwal and co-founded by Mr. Nitin Monga and few other entrepreneurs like Mr. Ekant Agarwal and Mr. CJ Singh in 2014s in Punjab. The intent of this voluntary initiative was to purely to help, nurture, mentor, and network and guide the Startups and SMEs going through various challenges in scaling and setting up their business Ideas. Team SACC realized that there was a huge need of action at the grassroots level catering to the queries and needs of aspiring Startups, be it be mentoring, space, funding etc. Furthermore, Team SACC identified the need of an active local, private and a voluntary body being responsible in creating a Startup focused ecosystem. Since summer 2014, SACC has grown its community manifold and has been able to establish itself in the region as one of the most trusted and sought-after not for profit body fostering entrepreneurship. SACC has completed over 500 plus events in just 72 months, which include 6 Startup Weekends. SACC’s
active and voluntary pool of Mentors/Professionals/Entrepreneurs is growing and now we have almost 50 plus mentors and growing.

The pool believes in a selfless cause that is also the need of the hour. An undoubtedly exciting area to deliver and share knowledge. SACC is active throughout the year. It does regular networking events, workshops, seminars on entrepreneurship awareness. SACC brings diverse topics to deliberate on, mainly developing a viable business plan, opportunities to fund a startup/business, value of bootstrapping, building good teams, Tech transfer, Finance, Compliance, and understanding region-specific regulations etc.

STARTUP IN A BOX

In our interactions with startups in Punjab and Haryana, we understood their needs, one of them being a productive environment to work. We came out with a Co working space concept for startups at Mohali named Startup in a Box. Initially this co-working space was spread across 3000 sq ft of area, due to the fast growing demand we expanded it to 12,000 sq. ft. of area. This physical working space provides complimentary one-on-one mentoring, space for both private cabins and individual seats at affordable prices. The facilities include Wi-Fi connectivity, state-of-the-art infrastructure, a meeting and read-only library facility, free pantry services, branding and networking opportunities.

STARTUP EDUCATION:

Startup Education, A SACC Initiative for grassroot startups

Through SACC E-Learning initiative for educating Startups, SACC aims to build region-specific education for entrepreneurs, a knowledge, and information base for early stage startups. SACC always works to Identify and support new business enterprises, develop business ideation at school/college Level, encourage innovative startups, develop and encourage women entrepreneurs and develop a framework that creates jobs. Our goal is to develop an active community of startups and entrepreneurs.

What does a young entrepreneur seeks?

A grassroot, young, aspiring entrepreneur looks for basic knowledge on various aspects on starting a business. He/she need sincere hand holding, it could be legal help in constituting his business, advisory, cash flow and accounts, team building, building knowledge, skill matching for his business, funding guidance and source, branding and marketing knowledge and tools, technology compliance and more startup based concepts.

SACC’s LARGER VISION:

SACC is committed to a Pan India movement in building Startup Education for aspiring entrepreneurs that will make their struggle to their successful startup easy and precise.
Mr. HS Dhariwal
Chairman
SEBIZ Infotech Ltd
Mohali, India

Mr. HS Dhariwal is a global entrepreneur with a very diverse experience in the field of business. Widely travelled, he has had successful careers in manufacturing businesses in South Africa, Tanzania and Zambia. Presently, he is the Chairman of a leading IT company in India, SEBIZ Infotech Ltd, situated at Mohali, Punjab, that employs over 600 professionals.

Before joining the Board as Chairman cum Managing Director of SEBIZ, Mr. Dhariwal had more than 40 years of management experience (15 years in India and 21 years overseas) in manufacturing industries such as paper mills, match factories, consumer household products and industrial chemicals.

He is a graduate in Electrical Engineering from India with higher education in the field of modern management and financial management, London (UK).
Mr. B.S. Minhas
IAS (Retd.)

Mr. B.S. Minhas, IAS (Retd.) has contributed his key years of his life, in the service of the Nation. A disciplinary and an inspiring officer, he has worked on various respectable positions with Govt. of India and Govt. of Rajasthan as per details given below:-

- 2003-2004: secretary small scale industries (govt of India)
- 2002-2003: special secretary Agriculture (govt of India)
- 1999-2001: Additional secretary Agriculture (govt of India)
- 1994-1999: Joint Secretary Urban development (Govt of India)
- 1985-1993: worked in various capacities with the Govt. of Rajasthan.
- 1981-1984: worked as Principal Director in the Ministry of Shipping & Transport, Govt. of India.
- 1969-1981: worked in various capacities with the Govt. of Rajasthan.
Mr. Marc Nager-Adviser, SACC  
Chief Community Officer - Up Global  
Seattle, USA.

Marc firmly believes that to create is to be human. In every corner of the globe, entrepreneurs are creating the futures for themselves, their families and their communities. Entrepreneurship is the most powerful force that can transcend any political, social, or geographic boundary. We are community builders with a specific end goal - the creation of more meaningful and lasting companies. We have developed leveraged activation models to empower local community leaders that have a real impact. We have the opportunity to make entrepreneurship the legacy of our generation, and I'll do everything I can to make sure we don't just talk about making it a reality-Marc Nager.
Mr. Sameer Guglani  
Founding Member, Morpheus Gang

A firm believer in integral education and integral way of doing business, Sameer loves to help and guide people. He has an exemplary story from the region of Punjab and Chandigarh, who has nurtured and raised 200 startups, pan India. A true philanthropic, Sameer loves to read, spend time with youth and children, and above all, he is an avid film maker.
Mr. Sahil Arora

- Senior level executive with extensive experience in credit and risk management with broad and diverse experience in banking, capital markets, corporate, leveraged and structured finance, stress testing and insurance.
- Experienced Investor with a demonstrated history of working in the financial services industry. Focused on early-stage investments in Europe and Asia.
- Sahil has been a guest in 15 countries speaking at conferences, participating on panels and pitch sessions and discussing startup ecosystems with governments.
- Prior to being an angel investor Sahil had a career as Sr Management Consultant at Accenture, CitiGroup, CIT GROUP etc. He spent the first ten years doing bleeding edge technology development and then 10 years as Sr consultant for banking industry, startups and now leading Professional information business as one of the world largest news companies Dow Jones.
- Sahil guest lectures at NJIT, Fairleigh Dickinson, Rutgers. Sahil has a Bachelors in Economics from DAV college, Chandigarh and MBA from Stevens school of Management, NJ.
- Sahil’s hobbies include traveling, golf, mentoring entrepreneurs and companies.
- As an angel investor, I am looking to invest in startups in the idea and/or early stage. I am interested in investing or bring investors on board for fintech/eCommerce/AI domains.

For me: great idea + innovative business model + great execution = success!
Mr. Brad Loiselle

Brad is a serial entrepreneur that has founded several companies, including a company that designed, manufactured and distributed licensed products globally in partnership with Disney, Marvel, Nickelodeon, Warner brothers and 20th Century Fox. Brad founded years later an online professional service company called iPal Interactive Learning, which was acquired by one of Canada’s largest Human Resource firms back in July 2011. Brad’s latest company - SKILLSdox, The Canadian Education Network was conceptualized back in 2009 and launched in early 2013 with a focus on connecting quality Canadian education into the India marketplace. He has also launched his first book in 2013, entitled “Keep Moving 4Ward – What it takes to be an Entrepreneur”.

Brad is a true people person and has a genuine interest in building relationships to create change and success across countries. His past experience and accomplishments include being a professor at Ottawa’s Algonquin College, a Director of Project Management with the Project Management Center, a board member and President of the Project Management Institute Ottawa Chapter, the founder and CEO of several companies across multiple verticals and a board member with the Indio-Canada Ottawa Business Chamber. Brad has been awarded the ‘Top 40 Under 40 Entrepreneurial Award, won the Bronze Award for Small Business of the Year with iPal from the Ottawa Chamber of Commerce and has been recognized for his thought leadership which have been published many times in leading publications across North America. Brad has spoken at many leadership conferences such as the Canadian Society of Training and Development (CSTD), Aboriginal Entrepreneurship Conference, Mental Health Conference, Tie Con Canada, Indio-Canada, Project Management Symposium, Cultural Human Resources Conference, AIMA Annual Conference (Delhi), Ludhiana Management Association, BSEI (Mumbai) and Service Canada's Instructional Design Conference.
Mr. C.J Singh

Advisor, SACC INDIA,

Founder- Core PR Chandigarh, India

C.J. Singh is a strategic communication expert with over 30 years of experience in journalism, corporate communication, broadcasting, and executive coaching. A creative genius and a self made entrepreneur, C.J. has a gifted eye that crafts perfect branding and advertising solutions.
Manipal Dhariwal is a first-generation, globally recognized serial entrepreneur with 20+ years of Industry experience. He is responsible for creating a footprint of excellence in the IT business universally. In spite of a business footprint in more than 4 continents, being a true Punjabi at heart, he moved back to his roots with an intent to see his home region grow to its maximum potential. In addition to founding multiple award winning IT companies like Netsmartz, Sebiz InfoTech, Cloudsmartz, Sebiz Finishing School, and APPWorx, he supports the portfolio of more than 20 startups from the region. He has successfully mentored over 70 IT oriented Startups in the last 10 years.

With contribution of business investments of more than 100 crores in the region, he has successfully created over 600 direct jobs and around 2000 indirect jobs in India, especially in the Punjab and Delhi NCR region.

Along with his ongoing business, he is also responsible for steering the SACC India Chapter as its serving President. SACC (Startup Accelerator Chamber of Commerce) is a Startup - centric body with a prominent base in North India. His vision for SACC is "to improve the condition of mankind, through the medium of entrepreneurship" and he firmly believes in it.
- Promoting Entrepreneurship
- Social Causes & Campaigns
- Corporate Social Responsibility
- Accelerating SMEs & Startups
- Improving Educational Infrastructure
- Giving back to society.
He is a seasoned professional raised and educated in Chandigarh is an entrepreneur at heart and a visionary, who is the founder and CEO of Ekant Associates (Leading Law Firm), Legal Head of Netsmartz and Sebiz Group of Companies and Executive Director of Startup Accelerator Chamber of Commerce and Startup Incubators at Panchkula, Karnal, Gurugram, Faridabad and Hisar under the aegis of Department of Higher Education – Haryana.

He is an accomplished advocate with a history of promoting effective legal, finance and business solutions that foster sustainable corporate growth for domestic and international business operations. Broad-based transactional experience with private and public companies, which is complemented by an in-depth understanding of the litigation process.

Also, Fostering entrepreneurship in the region is a kind of passion to Ekant and in this pursuit he has taken the reigns of the first ever co-working space for Startups in Panjab, named "STARTUP IN A BOX" www.startupinabox.in and a Chamber of Commerce “Startup Accelerator Chamber of Commerce” www.saccindia.org as its Executive Director. On a personal level he is a self-driven person who always likes to uplift the society, he is an accomplished motivator, has been awarded many times for his contribution towards the growth of society. He is also a spiritual person always striving to become a better human being, desirous to learn from every creation of almighty. He also holds a bachelor’s degree in Commerce, a Bachelor’s Degree in Law and a Master’s in Business Administration.

Associations:

- Member of Startup Incubator Committee – Gulzar Group of Institutions
- Member of Institutional Innovation Council – MCM DAV College, Chandigarh.
- Member of Punjab and Haryana High Court Bar Association
- Member of District Bar Association of Chandigarh
- Member of Bar Council of Punjab and Haryana
- Core Member – Startup Accelerator Chamber of Commerce
• Member of Lake Sports Club Chandigarh

Mr. Maninder S. Bajwa
SACC INDIA-Executive Secretary-Entrepreneur
Ambassador and winner of UN Program WSYA 2013

Maninder, finished his Software Engineering degree from Monash University, Melbourne Australia after which he commenced his journey as an entrepreneur. After being in the IT services industry, he decided to move into the product space and education was the field the entire team wanted to be involved in. His recent product iScuela was the overall winner in the Education for All category at UN WSYA 2013 and also won an award at World Education Congress 2013, for the best use of mobile technology for learning. Currently he has been appointed as United Nation's World Summit Youth Award Ambassador.
Dr. Satbir Singh Kadian


Dr. Satbir Singh Kadian, a distinguished name, an administrator, policy formulator, advisor on infrastructure and policy issues, an authority, a person with a vision, a person with right decision making and a person who is well respected in the entire State of Haryana – known for his honesty and contribution to irrigation and Water Resources Department.

Dr. Kadian a Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D) in the filed of Functional ERP and Policy promotion, after completing his Ph.D he started serving Government of Haryana with his expertise in 1998 and after 20 years of his service and distinguished vision, he was able to get Central Board of Irrigation and Power Award 2018 for the Government of Haryana – this award was presented to him by Union Minister of Water Resources and Clean Ganga Mission (Honorable Nitin Gadkari ji) and he represented the entire state while receiving it.

Under the leadership of Dr. Kadian as the Chief Engineer of Irrigation and Water Resources Department, the Government of Haryana was able to carry water to all the villages, right up to the Rajasthan Border, after the span of more than 28 years.

Apart from his excellent thought, vision and various achievements he is a person who likes to give back to the society and wants to raise the standard of all – with this though he helps the youth by promotion of entrepreneurship and now an board member and indispensable part of Startup Accelerator Chamber of Commerce.
Adv. Ashish Sarup  
Corporate Consul  
Managing Partner

Ashish is a corporate lawyer and Managing Partner of ASA legal Corp. a premier Law Firm and brings with him an experience of 20 years in advising Indian and International clients on Corporate Commercial Law, Mergers and Acquisitions, Pharma and Life Sciences, Real Estate, Infrastructure Development Industry, Asset Acquisitions, Power and other Energy Projects, Telecommunications and Cellular Telephony, Intellectual Property, Information Technology including Cyber Laws, Banking and Finance, Formation of Companies, Amalgamations, Liquidations, Foreign Investment Proposals, Joint Ventures, Collaborations and Corporate litigation. Has been extensively involved in advising Multinational Companies on their strategy and operations like AT & T, XL Group USA, J. Walter Thompson, India, DEL MONTE USA, AGA Medical Corporation USA, Endeavour Capital Fund LLP, Vornado Realty Trust (USA), Infosys India, Convergys India, Apollo Hospitals India, AMAZON INDIA, MENLOW, DLF DELANCO, EMAAR MGF, CARNIVAL MEDIA GROUP.
Mr. Sunant Grover

Community Manager at SACC

Sunant Grover is a Mathematician by Education. Worked as Master Franchisee & Franchisee for various companies in the territory of Haryana. He has played a major role in network building, team management & marketing campaigns. He has worked as Nodal Partner with Department of Distance Learning, Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra for 5 years. He has managed his own institute having a capacity of 350+ students pursuing Undergraduate & Postgraduate courses. He is having a 20+ years' experience in teaching and training Mathematics, Digital Electronics, Computers, General Aptitude and Soft skills. He is voluntarily training students from various underprivileged segments of society in his domains of expertise. He has keen interest in ancient sciences and he is practitioner & trainer of sciences like Vedic Mathematics, Vaastu Shastra, Astrology, Numerology etc. He is also a practitioner of Neuro Linguistic Programing (NLP), an Applied Section of Modern Human Psychology. Being in touch with the student community he understands the needs and caliber of students. Therefore, encouraging the student community to come forward to become Entrepreneur of the future. He is a writer, reader, trainer and learner by his nature.
Mr. Dharamveer Singh
Community Manager at SACC
With a background of Media and Entertainment and Entertainment. A vast experience in IT Skill Training and Management.

Presently Heading the Startup Incubator Centre of Excellence, Hisar. Headed the Training Department of Sebiz Sebiz Infotech Pvt.Ltd (Mohali)(10 years and 10 Months (experience as Center Head(SFS) & Training Head( Project of Mahindra Swaraj).

- Worked as Center Head for 5 years in Arena Animation (Aptech).
- Worked as Placement Head for 1 year in Sebiz Finishing School
- Worked for 3 years as Training Head and Mobilization Head for udaan (NSDC Project,).
- Also working as Training Head for Mahindra swaraj Project (All over India training) with the team of 20 members with Sister company Netsmartz.

Ms. Smriti Sharma
Community Manager at SACC
Smriti Sharma is a communication expert by degree, a writer by passion and a community builder by profession. She grew up in a joint family and learnt her first lessons of community building at a young age. Having worked as a content,
communication and community expert she believes in creating a difference through her work. Previously, she has headed the content of an outsourcing magazine, community of a co-working space having three branches and created advertising campaigns for several brands.

In the various roles played, she has been the face and voice of the organisation. Instrumental in organising events such as team building and skill building. Smriti has won various accolades such as Best Person and Change Maker. In her free time, she teaches English to the underprivileged segment of the society.

She loves to read extensively, give soft skill training and nurture start-ups. Her mantra in life is to learn a new thing every day.

Ms. Shilpa Arora
Community Manager at SACC

A graduate from International institute of Hotel Management, Kolkata which is affiliated to Edinburgh Napier University. From being a hotelier to switching my career in the Co-working segment has been a major development phase. After having spent almost 7 years in Community management, customer relations, Operations, Administration, Facilities management etc has made me understand quite a lot of aspects about a business model. A keen reader and enjoys her passion about cooking and loves interacting with people as I firmly believe that the more people you meet the more you learn every day.
Ms. Tanushree Chandra
Community Manager at SACC

An Enthusiastic Soft Skill and Certified Personality Development Trainer from Regional institute of English, Chandigarh. Possess a strong track record in improving Scores, better placements and teaching effectively. Ability to be a team player and resolve problems and conflicts professionally as an administrator. With an experience of 7 years in projects of Skill and Corporate Training has afforded me a well-rounded skill set, including first rate listening and counselling abilities. Skilled at communicating complex information in a simple and entertaining manner. Over the course of my career, have worked in several different areas, across different levels including Research & Development, Teaching in Colleges, Schools and Govt. Skill Training Centre across Punjab. Strong believer of ‘Arise, Awake, Stop not till the Goal is reached.

Being from Economics and Mass Comm. Background has good analytical and expressive Skills respectively. Passionate about Theatre and worked in some Bengali and Punjabi theatre Projects. Certified Yoga Instructor from SVYASA University of Yoga, Bangalore. Keen Social Worker. Love to Explore new things and endeavours.
Mr. Sanjay
Community Manager at SACC

Born and raised in Chandigarh, Mr. Sanjay holds to his credit a Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Application from Post Graduate Government College sector -11, Chandigarh.

Besides being a computer applications expert, he remained as a Head / Captain in command for national level parades and represented the city beautiful Chandigarh for 3 consecutive years in a row 2013-16 with a holder of Certification in National Cadet Corp as the third line of defense i.e. C certificate, also an ardent shooter with Alpha grade in Weapon training.

Prior to his assignment with SACC as its proud community manager, he has handled Entire floor operations for TATA Business Support Services for good 2 years and is also having tremendous client/sales handling experience.

His motto of professionalism is “that learning at any phase of life from anyone can be done”. He can be contacted at sanjay@saccindia.org
SACC TEAM OF MENTORS:

Dr. [Col] SPS Bedi

An amazing administrator and human resource manager, Col Dr. Bedi has a wide and varied experience of serving the Indian Army for 26 years, a MNC for 5 years and education sector for past over 12 years. He has held various prestigious Command, Staff, Instructional and Diplomatic appointments while serving with the Army. Dr [Col] SPS Bedi holds Bachelor degrees in Arts and General laws, Masters in Business Administration and Doctorate in Personnel Management.

Dr. Bedi has also served as Director of three reputed and leading Business schools at Bhopal, Ghaziabad and Mohali. Known for his vision and administrative acumen, he is well recognised and respected in Academic and Business parlors because of his competency.

Dr. Bedi is a voracious writer and has authored 5 books besides writing a number of research papers published in reputed National and International journals. He has organised and attended a large number of Conferences and Seminars in the field of Business Administration. He has delivered 18 International lectures at UK, Turkey, Italy, Belgium and Malta.
Mr. Hirdesh Madan - SACC GC Member

Founder Bulleye

Hirdesh Madan, (B.E, M.B.A., D.I.E.B.) Head Operation-North Bulls Eye, is a renowned speaker in Indian academic circles. He has trained thousands of students, teachers and corporate executives and is, according to many sections of the media, the moving force behind several pioneering initiatives in the education market.
Mr. Manvir Randhawa

Entrepreneur/Investor/TIE Charter Member-Silicon Valley SACC GC Member-Co-Founder – Agylist

An Incubation & acceleration specialist, Manvir is a successful entrepreneur, a technologist in the field of Information and Technology. He has been a true example of a young and a dynamic entrepreneur who at a very early age exited out of a successful business venture that employed over 1500 employees in Chandigarh and Punjab region. Manvir loves to guide and mentor new start ups and he aims at setting up successful Incubation centres in Chandigarh and Punjab region.
Mr. Mukesh Gupta - CA

SACC Auditor/GC Member

CA Mukesh Gupta is a well respected Charted Account from Chandigarh, practising as a CA and as an entrepreneur over last 25 years. He is a true philanthropist at heart and mentors Startups and wanna be entrepreneurs under the patronage of SACC India. He is in the core team of SACC India, and is a founding member. He will be mentoring the teams at Start-up weekend Chandigarh.
Mr. Yatin K Thakur - SACC GC Member  
Founder Moonlighting and Startup India  
Director UP Global-India

Yatin is a serial entrepreneur working towards developing the startup ecosystem in India, which includes a common platform for innovators, designers, technical enthusiasts and aspiring entrepreneurs to be linked to a network of like minded people and angel investors. He has been actively involved in setting up a startup mansion in Delhi called "Moonlighting" and has been an active Startup Weekend organiser in New Delhi. He is also closely working with Farmers and bridging the urban rural divide.
Mr. Vineet Khurana - Online marketing strategist & advisor
Vice President, Chandigarh Angel Network
Founder & CEO Viprasoft
Chandigarh, India

Vineet’s risk taking ability and desire to follow his passion, let him to quit his job at Infosys, Bangalore and pursue his entrepreneurial journey in 2010. Starting early at 22 years of age, he now leads the sales and marketing team at Viprasoft, a company he is the Co-founder. Vineet loves to study the consumer behaviour and accordingly provide customised IT & Social Media related services. Undoubtedly, Vineet is a specialist in online lead generation for his prospective and present clients, thus adding value to their business. He is also a part of the organizing team of Joomla Day India and an Open Source technology speaker.
Mr. Navdeep Singh

Navdeep Singh Kalsi with a Bachelor’s degree in Software Engineering and Masters in Animation has a unique amalgamation of art and technology. This special fusion enabled him to incept an!mate studioz, a branding and software development one stop solution. During the 5 years of existence an!mate studioz has served tons of clients worldwide. Navdeep always stresses upon “user friendly and return generating solutions”. Apart from putting in just time and effort into any product & service he likes to put in “Life”. His passion towards his work and a unique perspective to life has always been stimulating to his peers. He fosters high moral values in life and propagates the same to all.
MR. SUNIL THAKRAL  
Management Consultant

An experienced management consultant, Sunil carries a noteworthy track record in inspiring people with his professional consultancy, educating and working collaboratively with start-ups to mentor them, innovate and help them grow their business ideas ensuring no error-in-action which normally start-ups are prone to. Predominantly an electronics graduate with an executive degree from IIM-Calcutta clubbed with his rich, 15+ years of hands-on industry experience in shaping-up the ecosystem. He has successfully enjoyed curating and nurturing start-ups with the required business tools viz. business planning, corporate finance, financial models, risk analysis, credit and inventory management, m&a, financial distress, market research, legal /statutory and compliance with the ever changing corporate laws along with go-to-market strategy for his ventures.
Mr. Sandeep Gandotra  
Managing Director – Lapalap

Having initially dabbled between advertising, design & print since 1989, he started consulting clients for branding solutions in 2010. Five years down the line, he took up his first challenge in e-commerce - to create India’s 1st hyper local B2B cum B2C mobile store.

He is very active across the start-up ecosystem in India & is a member of various forums, where he is involved in mentoring digital start-ups & nurturing entrepreneurship. In addition to consulting, he is also on the advisory board of a few ventures helping accelerate their journey to commercial success. He is an organization builder & a strong leader, known for starting up & scaling businesses through vision, intuition, technology, design and user-experience know-how.

Serial Entrepreneur who delves in Branding, E-commerce, Media, and Tech companies
- Currently Managing Director - Lapalap
- Governing Board Member - The Indus Entrepreneurs, Chandigarh
- Founder - Five Senses Brand Leadership Solutions, startUP magazine
Deepali Nangia runs her own consulting firm Empower through which she coaches female entrepreneurs on their business plans and operations. She is an Investment Director for Kensington's first angel investor network launched in March 2014. She provides mentoring for other organizations such as Imperial College, London, the Cherie Blair Foundation for Women and SHEROES India. Deepali was born and raised in India, educated in the US and currently lives in London with her husband and two kids. She spent fifteen years working in the corporate world of finance and operations, both in New York and London, before starting her own business. She is a strong supporter of the arts and has a keen interest in empowerment and entrepreneurship.
Mr. Samar Singla
Founder Jugnoo

Samar Singla, an alumnus of IIT-Delhi and a keen physicist. He is also the man behind Jugnoo. Samar walked the unconventional road of leaving a PhD in Applied Physics to head a startup. In between, he also dabbled as a professional photographer before moving onto become a serial entrepreneur. Jugnoo is his third venture in the space of the hyperlocal marketplace. He is passionate about bringing technology to every household breaking the social and economic norms. He is an avid traveler and uses his passion of photography to capture life long memories.
Mr. Atul Maleri - Entrepreneur and Investment Banker

Atul Maleri, a professionally qualified individual with more than 15 years+ experience in the franchising and financial sector, armed with a BE Civil, M Tech degree from Punjabi University, PGDMM from Punjab University and AMFI certified. Atul is an expert in raising funds from financial institutions with marketing being his key domain. His venture primarily deals with providing marketing and financial support offline and online with a motto of “No Saving No Fees”. His online ventures nrivillas.in caters to the NRI’s for creating an ecosystem which is transparent and conducive to the needs of clients. With a flair and love for guidance and data analysis, he loves to serve people through NGOs and incubation centers.
Mr. Ashu Agrawal

Entrepreneurship Evangelist
Former Head-North India
Operations at the Indian Angel Network (IAN)

- Board of advisors: Early-stage startups in Education, Travel & Outdoor, QSR, Agriculture-Distribution & Knowledge services and Health focused Processed Food etc.
- Area of participation: Business, Strategy, Strategic partnerships, Sales & Acquisition Planning, Unit Economics, Operational Metrics, Business Planning, Product Branding etc.
- Advisor, Mentor & Visiting Faculty at numerous incubators and Institutions across the region.

Ashu is an entrepreneur and an entrepreneurship evangelist with a diverse executive experience across businesses and cultures. He, in the recent past has served as the Head-North India operations at the Indian Angel Network. As the face of the network he played a critical role in facilitating interactions/transactions midst Angel investors, early stage funds and entrepreneurs in the region. In his previous assignments, he has been a dynamic professional and has held various positions with organization like Standard Chartered Bank, Deutsche Bank AG, across their private banking businesses, evaluating & advising large institutional and private clients on resource allocation and deployment in structured alternatives.
Mr. Jacob Jay

A philanthropist, a peripatetic Brit, entrepreneur, cheese gourmand, and founder of the Moonlighting coworking+living spaces. An all-around agile guy, he has two decades of rich experience in diverse fields from software systems to furniture fabrication.
Mr. Tarun Uppal  
SACC Member

Tarun Uppal, is the Founder and CEO www.eonlinetutors.com. Tarun started his entrepreneurial journey after completing his Bachelors in Business Administration. In 2003 he founded a BPO, and in 2005 he started Creed Infotech in India and in USA. In the last 10 years Tarun Uppal has worked mainly in the International market in the domain of BPO, KPO & Education.

After having done various projects for international clients, Tarun wanted to launch his own project in the Education field to be able to create a global brand which would become most trusted and add value in the lives of consumers. After a lot of hiccups, Tarun was able to commercially launch www.eonlinetutors.com as an Online Education Portal in Oct 2012. www.eonlinetutors.com has customers in US,CA,AU,UK & UAE. Tarun plans to launch the service in South East Asian markets including India and add more products & services for the education community.
Mr. Rohit Tuli  
Business Development, EmobX

A go-getter and a true mentor, Rohit has 14+ years of experience in IT having roles such as Business Development Manager, QA Manager and Project Manager. He is the co-founder of EmobX and heads Business Development.
Mr. Sangram Singh  
Co-Founder at Able Partners  

A hard-core risk taker, an entrepreneurship evangelist, he is a BE IT and LLB by education. Has first-hand development experience and has worked with fast growing companies like Flipkart. He consults with startups in his venture Able Partners presently.
Mr. Karan Checker
Founder at SNA Power- Software & Technology Division

Karan pursued his MBA from Babson College in Boston and Software Engineering from Punjab Engineering College, Chandigarh. He founded the Software & Technology Division of SNA Power and Startup Elves.
Mr. Mahesh Yadav  
Founder at Fostinno  

A serial entrepreneur full of ideas. Presently he consults with tech and tech-enabled startups through Fostinno Ventures. Currently working with startup teams to provide advice, mentorship, guidance, access to the right network, opportunities to meet relevant people, help in team strategy, product strategy, launch strategy, fundraising strategy etc.
Mr. Pardeep Goyal  
Founder of **CashOverflow.in**

Pardeep left his cushy job to pursue his passion in startups. He co-founded two startups in the education domain before founding CashOverflow. He is a computer engineer by education, growth hacker by mindset, avid writer and ardent finance lover. Columnist at Yourstory, Pardeep share his experiences and startup stories. He earns his living by writing and helping startups in marketing. He spends his rest of the time learning, sharing and helping startups grow. You can contact him by tweeting @pardeepg
Mr. Himesh Sharma
Co-founder & Director - Brightways Learning, Banking and Financial Services

Co-founder & Director- Brightways Learning, Banking and Financial Services professional with 18 years of experience in industry and academia settings at middle and senior level positions with leading global organizations like FIDIS – Financial Serviced arm of FIAT Auto ITALY (FISAF in India), ICICI Bank – A leading Indian Private sector bank with emerging global presence, TATA Motors Finance– A Financial services arm of TATA Group. Doctorate in Management, associated in Visiting and Adjunct faculty role with emerging Indian universities and B schools. Key subject areas: Credit analysis and bank advances, Wealth management, Venture finance for seed and early stage entrepreneurs.
Mr. Shobhit Gupta  
Former Morgan Stanley senior advisor

Shobhit Gupta, runs a boutique Wealth Management Advisory Firm by the name of SNB Wealth Solutions Pvt. Ltd. based out of Chandigarh and Delhi-NCR. He is managing Ultra HNIs and Corporate Clients with Assets of more than Rs 200 crores under his advisory. Before becoming Entrepreneur in 2014, Shobhit worked for 4 years in ICICI Bank Priority Banking and 6 years with Morgan Stanley Asset Mgmt Co. taking care of the entire region of Punjab, Haryana, H.P., J&K and Chandigarh. Shobhit has a dual MBA degree, both Finance and Marketing, from International Management Institute (IMI), New Delhi in 2004 and he secured the Silver Medal with specialization in SAPM (Security Analysis and Portfolio Management). He did his schooling and college from Chandigarh which is also his hometown. He has a passionate interest in outdoor adventure sports, is a keen traveler and very fond of reading and watching famous English TV series.
Mr. Rajesh Gupta-
Sr. Professional-Comcall-Sandiego-California

He works with Qualcomm Technologies Incorporated – California, USA in the Engineering Service Group of Qualcomm. His main role is to provide business and technology services to the operators and OEMs. He completed his Master of Science (Telecommunications) from University of Maryland – College Park, USA in May 2012. He was also recognized with a scholarship for his excellent academic performance through the completion of his degree in 2012. He obtained his Bachelor of Engineering in Electronics and Communications from Institute of Technology and Management – Gurgaon, India in June 2010.
Mr. J. D. Ghai
Founder SantaBanta.com Ltd.

Mr. Ghai is an accomplished entrepreneur, he started his company santabanta.com in December 1999. For almost 17 years now, he has been engaged in brand development, website traffic growth, website UI and advertising revenue.
Manjula
CEO, The Transformers Value Creators

A renowned Life Skills Coach and a Knowledge Entrepreneur is the CEO of ‘The Transformers Value Creators’, a nationally reputed Life Skills training organization.

With excellent counseling and coaching skills and with a rich experience of a decade, she has already trained and counselled 30000+ individuals to enhance their confidence, attitude, behavioral aspects, communication, creativity, soft skills and management skills.

Well versed & equipped in conducting experiential trainings, motivational talks, personal counseling, public presentations & conducting group interactions with different sets of the population, right from toddlers to professionals and schools to corporates, she is also into training of the trainers, right from teachers to heads of institutes.

Due to all the tremendous work done with almost all age groups and across the country, she has been recognized as one of the upcoming women entrepreneurs of the country and has been acknowledged and awarded as the Most Active Women Entrepreneur of the Chandigarh Region.
WhiteSparrow Communications started its journey with the aim to conquer the world of online and offline advertising and branding under the able leadership of Rajpal Ghai, fondly known as RP Ghai. The foundation of this end-to-end marketing solutions provider was laid in 2013, and in a mere three years, the vision and dedication of the Founder and CEO, Rajpal Ghai, has fueled meteoric growth.

Mr. Ghai is a true-blue Mumbai lad, who spent the initial 28 years of his life in this bustling metropolitan. It is here, in Mumbai, Mr. Ghai honed his creative skills, and went on to earn a post-graduate diploma in marketing from the prestigious SIES College of Management Studies, Navi Mumbai. Mr. Ghai passed his marketing studies with flying colors and was ranked among the top three positions of the Institute.
MR. HARJIT SINGH

MR Harjit Singh is an MS (Engineering Management and Leadership) from Santa Clara, California, US and currently, enrolled in a Ph.D (Engineering) program. He is having a vast experience of 26+ years in the architecture, design and development of enterprise systems. He has led product development teams for companies like HP, IBM and Fujitsu and also has extensive experience in working with startup companies. He has handled lead development, professional services and QA teams for startups.

He is a proud part of the Rural Education revolution run by the Kalgidhar Trust.

The Kalgidhar Trust – Baru Sahib is a non-profit charitable organization focused on providing quality rural education. The organization runs 129 low cost CBSE Schools, providing modern, value-based education to around 60,000 students.

The organization also runs two Private Universities, six Teachers Training Centers to empower 2000 rural girls, one Hospital with 280 beds, three De-addiction Centers, one Orphanage, one Old Age Home, and one Rehabilitation Centre for Distressed Women.
Mr. Puneet  
Founder and Managing Director of PKV Advisors

Puneet is the Founder and Managing Director of PKV Advisors. Puneet has contributed towards building ecosystems that create, nurture and sustain cycles of entrepreneurial activity and wealth creation, both at the regional and national levels. Puneet has demonstrated excellence in strategy, advocacy, relationship and environment management, international relations, thought leadership and operations.

Puneet has led many lives and has been an entrepreneur in both India and US; an investor in business enterprises in India, US and Europe. He has over 20 years of experience as an entrepreneur and in international marketing and business development in the high tech industry.

As a serial entrepreneur he founded 2 successful ventures in India and Silicon Valley. Puneet is actively involved as a board member and advisor with a number of companies. Puneet has been a past member of the Global Board of Trustees of TiE Global and President of TiE Chandigarh and Punjab.
Mr. Maninder Singh Tuli

He has professional experience of more than 11 years in multiple fields like Sales, Marketing, Business Management, IT Technology, Marketing etc. He has vast experience of Business Management for which he holds multiple job roles with different organizations. He is mentor and advisor to a number of startups for the last 3 years. He has helped in many tasks, from the execution of projects to designing the marketing strategies. He possesses learning in different areas like Microsoft Project Program, ISO 9000 from Govt. of India, IPR from WIPO (Geneva), etc. He believes in continuous learning with un-learning and that change in strategy according to need is the road to success.
CA Bhupinder Gupta
SENIOR PARTNER OF THE FIRM M/S ASHOK MADAAN & ASSOCIATES, CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

CA Bhupinder Gupta is one of the senior partners of the firm M/S Ashok Madaan & Associates, Chartered Accountants. He did his graduation from S.D. College Ambala Cantt, and then qualified as Chartered Accountant in the Year 1998. He has 18 years of post-qualification experience in Auditing, Taxation, Project Finance, Company Law Matters, Intellectual Property Rights, Startup Registrations and various schemes of Government of India regarding promotion of Industry and entrepreneurship in India with a focus on ‘Make in India’. He is associated with many companies, NGOs, in the capacity of adviser and mentor in North India.
Mr. Meharban Singh VirK
Owner and Founder MFC, Chandigarh

Mr. Meharban Singh Virk, owner and founder of Meharban Fitness Centre, imparts professional training to fitness enthusiasts and keen bodybuilders. With a vast experience of 20 years in the world of fitness and professional bodybuilding he has evolved as an entrepreneur and athlete. He has won a Silver Medal at the Senior National Bodybuilding Championship (Mr. India). He is the holder of the Gold Medal for the Mr. Chandigarh title and the North Zone. Meharban Fitness Centre was established in 1994, since then he has been helping professionals maintain their health while being busy in their professional lives.
Mrs. Ritu Aggarwal
Freelancer (Trainings And Mentorship)- Project Management, Entrepreneurship, It & Other Technologies, Education Hr And Quality (Six Sigma)

She has studied B. Tech(1996) , Pgdca(1999). She joined Ge 2000 2000–2003 It Lead (Research And Development). 2003-2007, she was Project Manager (Ge HealthCare). In the year, 2007–20011, she was It Head (Ge Healthcare Services -asia Pac)). In 20011–20014, she worked as Training And Development Head (Ge Energy -india). 2015 Onwards she worked in Software Development Entrepreneurship Mentorship And Training.
Mr. Pratap Singh Malik
Director Training & Placement in Guru Jambheshwar University of Science & Technology, Hisar

Pratap Singh Malik is a post graduate in Compute Applications from Panjab University in the year 2002. He graduated in Computer Science from DAV College, Ambala in 1999. He has worked for the Centre for Development of Telematics (C-Dot) for more than 14 years.

Now, he is working as Director Training & Placement in Guru Jambheshwar University of Science & Technology, Hisar. The institution is an ‘A ’Grade accredited by NAAC and its location is the education hub of Haryana i.e. Hisar which offers technical education to more than 4000 students each year.

Mr. Malik is currently playing a very crucial role in shaping the pathways for such 4000 young mindsets by working on their aptitude, personality, job readiness & is constantly trying to make them employable by organizing various workshops, placement drives etc.
Mr. Manjit Verma
Young Entrepreneur & Seasoned Freelancer

Manjeet Verma is a young entrepreneur & a seasoned freelancer who have worked upon more than 200 projects for various clients across the globe. He is a perfect individual for Web related work projects in which arena he has been delivering for the past many years.

Manjeet is currently positioned as Project Coordinator in Dexter Crew Pvt. Ltd. and positioned in Hisar. He understands the needs of his client very well and provides them with optimum solutions whilst developing it on Web i.e. websites. He believes that IT has a big role to play for a better tomorrow and with this vision he is working day in and out to be known for his work.
Mr Manoj Kumar
Managing Director of Vedic India

Manoj is the Managing Director of Vedic India Pvt. Ltd. Hisar and is involved in production of herbal health & beauty products. He is working in this domain for over a period of 5 years and is continuously involved in the research & development of products which are cost effective and can be utilized by the society for a better & a healthier tomorrow.

His USP is to make & produce with Zero Preservatives and the products are completely Made in India and Made for India & Indians. The team performs under the visionary MD of Vedic India and is continuously working to develop for a better tomorrow.
Ms. Sartaj Lamba
Chairperson of Aj Group of Companies

Ms. Sartaj Lamba is the chairperson of Aj Group of Companies, declared as Outstanding Business Women 2018. Aj travels Pvt. Ltd is a travel destination management company in India, providing outbound and inbound travel solutions, recently have added a new vertical in the company’s portfolio i.e Medical care in India. The vision is to provide travelers with superior quality travel solutions, state of the art services with a dynamic blend of creativity, reliability and integrity.

The USP of the company is to believe in maintaining long term relations, which stems from the core company value - which places family culture at the top. A privately owned woman enterprise that realizes the speed of response and attention to details having associations with CII, OTOAI, IATO and IAAI.
Peeyush Jain is dedicated to back up the IECS (Management Infotech System) for the last 25 years which is the pioneer institute of Hisar, Haryana which have been imparting Computer Education since 1993. Him being an IIT-Roorkee Gold Medalist along with like-minded hard core professionals with main objective “To promote skill development & vocational training with latest trends, suitable for the job market”.

Mr. Jain & his team have been working very hard because of which they have established themselves as an institute of excellence for imparting skill development & vocational training to promote employability, self-employment & entrepreneurship, Facilitate education and training in non-formal sector, Develop a mechanism for dynamic revision of course curricula and development of learning material, Establish a quality system for examination-evaluation-certification, Network with other educational institutes/bodies of excellence to share best practices, Impart continuing education/pre-induction training/retraining and corporate training to unemployed youth, engineering & normal graduates, working professionals and others, Develop and implement new schemes of courses in emerging areas as required by Industry & others Realizing the wide gap in the availability of quality skilled manpower to meet India’s ambitious leadership plan to become the hub of skilled personnel for the whole world in this age of globalization. Mr. Jain is making every possible effort to generate quality manpower.
Asthा Mittal is an electronics engineer by degree, a writer by passion and an artist by profession. She went to a boarding school at a young age and learnt her first lessons of individuality there. She has a huge never ending love for life and believes in living each moment to its fullest. Her art is very personal to her and she works on topics close to her heart. Having had her last art show at the India Habitat Centre which was based on the relationship of women with her own society. She is currently working on an abstract series based on freedom. She loves to read extensively, watch people for a hobby and writing for her is a natural process to express her thoughts, renditions of her heart and soul. Her she & he series recently had an art exhibit where she combined her love for painting and writing together to showcase the man-woman relationship.

Diary of a young artist is her second book that has short writings on life and its myriad ways. It is a diary book where one can write one’s own thoughts for in today’s fast paced times we don’t get time with ourselves. This is a diary book for anyone who wants to read and write in the same go!
Ms. Pragnya Wakhlu
Award Winning Musician

Pragnya Wakhlu is an award winning singer, songwriter and guitarist from India. Her passion for music led her to quit her successful career as an I.T. engineer in America & return to India to make music. This singular motivation unites the multiple roles Pragnya Wakhlu plays as professional musician, sound alchemist and founder of Mousai.

Pragnya founded Mousai India in 2009 after extensive experiments and research on the effects of sound and movement on the body-mind. Since 2009, Mousai has been facilitating transformative sound and movement workshops for AIDs patients, women, children, schools and corporates. Mousai has been featured in the book “Inspiring Women to start Innovative Enterprises” and on Techstory India. Pragnya completed her advanced Indian sound healing course under the guidance of Indian sound healer Shruti Poddar where she learned about the ancient healing powers of Vedic sound and mantras and their effect on the human body-mind. She completed her Tibetan bowl practitioner certification under the guidance of Russian physicist Vladimir Skaska. She holds a Level 2 Certification from the ‘Training in Power ‘Academy USA. Besides this, she is a certified Interplay Trainer (U.S.A) and is a member of the Creative Movement Therapy Association India.

Pragnya was nominated for the ‘Bite my Music ‘Global Music awards as the only Indian in the 'Best Female Vocalist Category'. She bagged the 3rd place at the ‘Indiego Music Awards (South East Asia 2011) for the Best Female Vocalist & is a two time nominee for 'Best female Vocalist 'at the Jack Daniel’s Rock Awards (2010, 2011).

She received praise from Shubha Mudgal for her voice in 2009 and released two singles with her label, Underscore Records. She has shared the stage with bands such as Shaair+Func, Parikrama & The Raghu Dixit Project at different festivals and concerts. She was selected by The Rolling Stone Magazine to perform for the 'Divas of Rock concert' showcasing women in the rock circuit in India.
Mr. Kunal Mathur

Growth Professional with Experience spectrum ranging from Fortune 500 Oil and Gas firm to fast growing digital platform startup. Demonstrated experience in designing, executing and scaling new ideas across a wide spectrum of business categories.

At Travel Triangle he is building the supply base to match the demand generated growing from a 10 member team to 800 people. Prior to this, Kunal worked in Hindustan Petroleum and in the United Nations, Japan. Kunal has a decade of work experience spread equally between the start-up world and government sector. He believes security in professional life comes from skills and not from jobs. Kunal has been part of Travel Triangles journey He saw closely how a government sector works while implementing policies on Ministry of Oil and Gas behalf. He is a chemical engineer and Masters in public policy.
Ms. Shivkriti Raj  
Service Delivery Manager, Optum Global Solutions  

Since Oct 2015, she has been associated with Optum Global solutions (as Service Delivery Manager) and is handling an operations team of 60 people catering to pre-clinical investigations of health claims. She brings along strong leadership, team handling and client management skills. She is Site SPOC for various in house projects, representing as the face of Optum for Community Service Projects and as well as is in the core member of interviewing and hiring panels. Shivkriti was a Senior Manager Corporate Relation with Pranveer Singh Group of Institute, Kanpur. Prior to joining the college, she has worked with Naukrigulf.com, where she was heading the Sales Team for Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.  

While achieving her revenue target, she was also awarded for her interviewing skills and exemplary customer support. She was soon promoted as the Manager for Client Relations Team, which provided customer support to website users and there by renewing the existing accounts.
Ms. Soumita
Freelancer
Electronics & Communication, Soumita decided to pursue her long time passion for filmmaking. She joined one of India's top film schools to study Direction & Screenplay Writing. She has shot, written, and directed several short films, documentaries, and music videos. She has worked as an editor and assistant director on a few projects as well.

A twist of fate brought Soumita to Delhi where she started working as the Program Head for a startup. She has also organized photography workshops for children and adults. Having dabbled with a plethora of things, she continues to divide her time between her job and her creative pursuits. In her free time, you'll either find her in the kitchen baking her favorite desserts or on the computer planning, her next vacation.
Creativity is her forte, from spaces, to music, to writing and to art and ultimately to nurture and shape the careers of young enthusiastic aspiring Designers is her passion. She has attained PHD in Alternative Medicine, Masters in Human resource management & Life Sciences, Design course from NID and the list goes on with Interior design, CADD and computer software to name a few. She is the knowledge dynamo of Triponary and looks at holistic program development and resource management apart from being a passionate traveler and photographer. Her practical approach to Art integrated learning is commendable.

With a PhD and double Masters Degree in Science and Management, Dr Anindita Roy has a specialisation as a Computer Aided Design Engineer apart from Interior Styling & Design. She is very well travelled with a flair for Creative Writing, Blogging and Photography." (Advanced English course from British Council & a short photography course from Delhi School of Photography). She has been teaching from the past 12+ years and her students are all well placed in their respective careers. Her academic qualifications are Phd, IBAM, Kolkata, Master of Human Resource Management, Annamalai University and Master of Science, Life Sciences, St Columbas’ College (Ranchi University) Her Technical Qualifications include Honours ’Diploma in Computer Software From NIIT, Delhi & IIT Kharagpur (Delhi Centre), Diploma in Interior Design and Display from International Women’s Polytechnic, N.Delhi, Architectural CADD from CADD Centre, Hauz Khas, New Delhi( CADD Engineer) and Online Design Course From NID Ahmedabad.
Shalini Nambair
Educationist

Has a rich 26+ Years of experience in Education, and has been associated with various names like; VIBGYOR Group, G.D. Goenka Public School, the Heritage School, Excelsior American School and GEMS Education.

Her comprehensive knowledge of running a school has helped in building quality institutes like Heritage School, Gurgaon, Excelsior American School and GEMS International School, which last for an eternity. Her last assignment was with VIBGYOR Group as Sr VP, Head Academics.

Her philosophy can be summed up in the following lines, ‘Oftentimes, in our search for the perfect moment of absolute learning, we fail to see the beauty of the stumbling blocks, the little steps that falter and fall backwards and the unsure moments of ‘I can’t do it’. Education has sadly become a race towards perfection and the highest possible grades. It is as much about the moral grain of the being, the accountability and responsibility towards oneself and towards society, about being the liberal citizen of the world and moving with the times as it is about grades. I would like to see all my students as achievers and if they imbibe knowledge rather than acquire it, spare a thought for the have nots in their journey towards success, think that peace, harmony, giving back to society and care for the Mother Earth are not duties delegated to some specialists but to them, I will feel that I have been successful in playing my part in educating them in the real sense of the term’.

She aims to provide high end training in Leadership Development and Behaviour Skill Abilities for the organisation, Educational Institutions and Individuals.
She recently conducted successful training at Dubai, Sri Lanka and Mauritius. She has been a speaker at several National and International conferences. Most recent being in London and Dubai.
She has also been recently declared as one of the 10 finalists for the ‘Innovation in Education ‘award to be held at GESS, 2020, Dubai. https://www.gessawards.com/gess-education-awards-2020-finalists
Mr. Rakesh R Aggarwal  
MANAGING DIRECTOR, NFOL ENTERPRISES. CHANDIGARH

Having a vast experience of Import and Export Business from the last 40+ years. A Chemical Engineer from University Institute of Chemical Engineering and Technology, (UICET), Punjab University Chandigarh. An Eminent Speaker with good insights on Socio Economic conditions of MSMEs. Strict believer of giving back to the society and leaves no leaf unturned for helping out others in need. Running two MSME manufacturing units for the manufacture of Ceiling fan components in Industrial Area Chandigarh and a Cast iron and Aluminium Die Casting Foundry and CNC machining unit at Derabassi. Both the units are OE to Multinational Companies. Supplying a complete knockdown fan. Developed innovative ways with OE in Manufacturing systems to Multinational Companies. Core Member of various Organizations.

- Served as president and Secretary of Chamber of Chandigarh Industries.
- Serving as Secretary of Derabassi Industries Association for the last 15 Years.
- Serving as Sr Vice President of LaghuUdyogBharati a pan India network of MSME, the largest in India
- Life Member of Indian Institute of Chemical Engineers Kolkata. (IIChE) Founder Member and governing body member of Alumni Association of UICET, Member of Alumni Association of Punjab University Member of Institute of India Foundry men Kolkata.

Membership of Govt. Committee's (Past)

- A. Chandigarh Advisory Committee.
- B. Labour Welfare Board of UT
- C. Bankers 'Committee. Under RBI Chandigarh
- D. Dispute Settlement Council of Punjab State Electricity Board.
- E. Single Window committee of Chandigarh.

Representation in Govt. Committee's (Present)

- A. Bankers ‘Committee under RBI Chandigarh
- B. Member of Electricity Supply Code Committee under PSPRC

Professional Working Experience Two Years at Ballarpur Industries Ltd Yamunanagar in their integrated paper and Chemical Plant Business Experience 40 years of running small medium and large units of my own. Widely travelled in India and almost pan world in connection with business.

Social Activities Past secretary and President of Rotary Club Chandigarh Central Past President of Lion Club, Derabassi General Widely Travelled both nationally and Internationally, in persuasion of Business.
Ms. Riya Vyas  
YOGA & WELLNESS CONSULTANT - UNALOME YOGA

Riya Vyas is a former Sports Marketing professional who has worked with top professional golfers, boxers & other athletes. She followed her dream to become a Yoga teacher leaving a successful career in marketing.

She has been doing yoga since her school time and used to love teaching and instructing her friends and family. Little did she know that her liking towards the field would one day become her passion and would take her to Rishikesh, the birthplace of Yoga.

At Rishikesh, she deepened her knowledge and skills about the asanas, philosophy and pranayama. She completed her 200 hours of Yoga Teachers Training and has been teaching in multinational gyms, yoga studios and taking personal training.
Mr. Akash Kamal  
FOUNDER, JUGNUCRAFT AND THE TALENTEO INDIAN

Akash Kamal, a twenty-five-year-old, is a highly visionary and dynamic first-generation entrepreneur. Given his legal and economic background and his understanding of real-life business circumstances, coupled with utmost dedication to deliver the expected results, makes him a reliable resource for the business fraternity.

He is the Founder and CXO of JUGNUCRAFT. JUGNUCRAFT is a Digital Consulting Firm that provides omnichannel marketing and communication solutions for leading brands. Further, it is also a Digital Content & Creator Network.

His startup JUGNUCRAFT was recently presented with the Business Excellence Award for the 'Best Online Marketing Solutions Provider - Delhi' by the London based organization, 'Acquisition International'.

He is also the Founder and Managing Editor of The Talented Indian. The Talented Indian is an initiative aimed at creating a community platform open to every Indian to come forward and showcase their talent and entertain the society.

The word "Talent" is not only confined to performing arts but also includes poetry, storytelling, photography, sketching, sculpting etc. They also cover stories of people engaged in entrepreneurial activities, social service and philanthropic activities.
Dr Preeti Khandelwal
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR (UNIVERSITY OF DELHI)

She is PhD (from University of Delhi) by education. After brief stints as an intern in fish genetics (gene knockout/ gene silencing) at National Institute for Basic Biology, Japan, she came to India and Joined Sri Venkateswara College (University of Delhi) as An Assistant Professor in Zoology. Along with classroom teaching she has prepared e-lessons (E-pathshala) on various topics to implement knowledge sharing at various platforms. She works on various environmental issues and is a core member of several committees such as Eco Club, Green School Initiative and lately she has successfully co-convened an international Workshop on “Air Pollution and Public health” in association with NAM s & t centre.

She is the recipient of many fellowships ( & awards) provided by state govt., UGC, University of Delhi, NIBB etc. and presented her research work at several International platforms.

She has given invited talks on the core topics of Zoology, Life-style related disorders, Air pollution and public health in schools to make deeper understanding of the same.

She has a firm belief in practical application of the knowledge and encourages her students to combine study with extra-curricular activities in order to increase interest in life, productivity, innovation & discover new avenues to imply their theoretical knowledge.

As a person she is highly passionate about life and motivates her students to reach new levels of achievements in spite of challenges and hurdles.
Mr. Lakshay Taneja  
OPERATIONS EXECUTIVE AT BIRTHVENUE GROWTH SOLUTION PVT. LTD

Lakshay has recently worked with startup name Birthvenue. His venture, Birthvenue, a startup in the field of Blockchain and AI solutions development. The startup, initially, focuses on customized solutions of Blockchain and AI. The startup has gradually added an upskilling portion with Blockchain and AI customize courses. Lakshay is perceived to be a well-organized and structured professional with a clear business focus. He has successfully managed operations of startup.Lakshay has studied from Delhi University and then completed his post graduation from ssim Delhi.

He has done his post graduation in the field of finance and supply chain. After completion of studies, he has blockchain affecting finance and Supply chain. It is not easy to change your career from nontechnical to the technical side. Now he has represented the company in various meetups, events, fundraising events. He has got good practical knowledge of implementation of blockchain and AI in the real world.
Ms. Grashima Sahni
MEDIA DIRECTOR AT CARAT INDIA

Grashima is a marketing and media professional, with a strong inclination towards consumer insights & media strategy. She has worked on a wide range of tech and consumer brands like Microsoft, MasterCard, General Motors etc. Her interest lies in delivering integrated media solutions. She is also a contributor to the trend-spotting section on WARC.
Dr. Akhilesh Kumar is a Plant Molecular Biologist but now turned into an Agri-entrepreneur. After spending 15 years of his academic research on transgenic development (GM crop), he realized that he needed to focus on applied science rather than doing cosmetic science. He spent four years of his academic career, as a visiting scientist in Israel, working at Volcani Centre (Ministry of Agriculture and Research Organization).

His academic journey has been accomplished with a US patent, several international publications, book chapters and he has delivered several oral presentations in international conferences. After having exposure to the Israeli start-up ecosystem he decided to return to India and worked at the first Centre of Excellence (Indo-Israeli project) at Gharaunda in Karnal (Haryana). Later on, he founded his own consultancy firm Eden Horticulture Services (www.edenhorti.in) and is in the process of promoting Hi-Tech horticulture in India.

Eden motto is to Educate: Empower and Employ the people. Eden Horticulture provides hands on training, consultancy, educational projects and conducts Agri-study tours in India and abroad. He also publishes a bi-monthly magazine named EDEN HORTI (RNI HARENG/2017/74778) to educate people about emerging potential in the horticulture sector. Dr Akhil also lends a hand to budding entrepreneurs to develop innovative products in the agriculture domain through mentorships.
Dr. Tejinder Pal Singh Brar
HEAD MCA CHANDIGARH GROUP OF COLLEGES, LANDRA

Dr. Tejinder Pal Singh Brar is working as Head and associate Professor, Department of Computer Applications, CGC-Landran, Mohali (Punjab). He has completed his doctoral degree in the area of Security in E-Transactions from IKG-Punjab Technical University, Kapurthala, Punjab. He holds a master's degree and bachelor's degree in the area of Computer Applications from Punjabi University, Patiala. He has also successfully completed Microsoft certifications such as MCP, MCSE, MCSA, MCDBA and MCTS.

He has presented more than 21 research papers in national and international conferences and published 24 research papers in national and international journals of repute. He has published two books in the areas of Software Testing and Java. He has a rich experience of 15+ years in the area of academics and administration. His area of interest includes Data Analytics, Digital Marketing, Information security, Microprocessors, Data Communications and Networks, Artificial intelligence, System Simulation, Operating Systems.

He is a member of reviewing committees of various national and International journals including Premier Publishers, IGI-Global, Emerald and Springer. He is an avid traveler and adventure biking enthusiast.
Ms Shweta Joshi
FOUNDER & PRINCIPAL OF SPRING MEADOWS SCHOOL, ZIRAKPUR

An exceptionally talented woman with 15 years of experience in administration and education with International marketing, Accounts & Taxation. With her long dream to start a school and create a difference in the young minds of the society. She started her own school with this vision.

She has made the entrepreneur word stand true by proving it in her day to day life workings for her school alone and exploring new ways to teach the toddlers.
Dr. RS Chauhan

Being born in an agriculture based family, He has interests and hobbies in the agriculture field. He completed my graduation from Haryana Agriculture University, Hisar in 1980 and continuously completed my M.Sc. (agriculture economics) in 1982. Further, He completed my in service PhD( agriculture economics) in 1999 from Haryana Agriculture University, Hisar. Thereon started my service career in October 1982 As Agri Development Officer (ADO) in the department of Agriculture, Haryana Govt.

Then He joined as assistant scientist (Agricultural Economics) in April 1983 under project planning, monitoring and evaluation of cells in Haryana Agricultural University Hisar. After the successful completion of the project He was transferred to Krishi Gyan Kendra as district Extension specialist (FM) and also served as Assistant Scientist in the scheme 'cost of cultivation. Then, he rendered my services as Professor in College of Agriculture, Kaul. In my last year of professional career, He worked as Senior Co coordinator in Krishi Vigyan Kendra Karnal. During this long span of service he calculated the economics of all major crops and allied enterprises linked with agriculture. During this illustrious career, I guided 4 M.Sc and 2 PhD students in the department of economics. He also published 65 research papers, 2 book chapters and 25 Articles.

After all the contributions to the above departments and institutions I retired successfully in the month of May, 2019. As of now, He is developing new techniques of growing plants and vegetables at homes and terraces. The approach behind the idea is to communicate to people that how they can grow self sufficient vegetables and fruits (organic) at homes.
Mr. Amitabh Singh Jolly
EDUCATION/PRECIOUS METALS/INDIA ENTRY/LEADERSHIP & INNOVATION
CONSULTANT/GLOBAL STRATEGY/BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION

A serial entrepreneur with around 25 years of global exposure. He has travelled for work to 82 countries so far and lived and worked in 8. He returned back to India last year after finishing his last assignment with the UK government as an India entry specialist coordinating with corporate, Industries, chambers of commerce, trade & commerce offices of the UK across the globe. He has done 2 Masters, one from Berkeley campus, UCL in 2002 and one from Oxford University, Said business school in 2015.

He has invested and on board of companies into precious metals, education, India entry Healthcare and Technology.

He is running a business headquartered in London (www.coglobetrading.com) which is into Precious metals/Historical assets wherein he has a network of family offices/investment funds who regularly buy. Sell gold bullion, platinum and also have interest in blue badge properties and paintings.

Marcus Grubb: His main partner in this business is Mr Marcus Grubb, who has been the Managing Director of World gold council and world platinum council in past and currently also active in block chain based company-BlockEx. He is a subject matter expert in this domain and has credible and real buyers and sellers connections.
Ms. Poonam Gupta  
PARTNER- INSURE 360O , FINANCIAL PLANNER AND A MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER

She is an energetic Personality with 30+ years of experience. With an education background in Bachelor’s in Economics Hons - Gold Medallist, M.AM.Ed.Previously associated with 21 years of experience in the Education Industry. She has been associated as Financial Consultant with top insurance houses and runs her own Company Insure 3600 . Having a large pool of Network in and around the tricity (Chandigarh, Mohali, Panchkula) She is a Chartered President of Lioness Club (4 Years). She also likes to Mentor and guide students towards self-employment and entrepreneurship. With her hard work and perseverance, she has numerous achievements and accolades.
Ms. Neeru Verma
OWNER OF RITA’S PREGNANCY 101, CHANDIGARH AND OTHER CITIES IN NORTH. CHILDBIRTH EDUCATOR

Trained and certified by Rita’s Pregnancy 101 at their head office in Ahmedabad. The training is provided by Rita Singha, who is a certified HypnoBirth Practitioner(USA) and has undertaken Lamaze Training course from Douglas College, Canada. I have successfully completed Lamaze ChildBirth Educator Seminar in Hyderabad under Dr Vijaya Krishnan, DPT, CPM, LCCE, FACCE. Currently running Ritas Pregnancy 101 Chandigarh centre in sector 33-A since past 6 years and working in Cloud 9 Hospital Chandigarh for the last 2 years. Past experience of working with IVY HOSPITAL MOHALI and BLISS HOSPITAL MDC. Regularly conducts antenatal classes at various other hospitals. Extensive experience in educating expectant women, couples and families about pregnancy, labor, childbirth, and infant and mother care.

Profound knowledge of teaching lessons on childbirth education in a classroom and group setting. Familiarity with evidence-based childbirth practices. Proficient in setting up and operation of audio-video equipments for teaching purpose.
Mr. Aseem Juneja  
FOUNDER – STOCK PATHSHALA & A DIGITAL BLOGGER

Mr Aseem strongly believes in these 2 lines: Marketing is "Making people want your products" Growth is "Making products people want" Mr. Aseem Juneja - an explorer, a learner, an enthusiast, a runner in the digital space. Having over a decade of experience in the Stock Market. The Founder of Stock Pathshala (India’s first stock market education app with free and pro courses in English, Hindi, Gujarati across text, audio, Video format. ) A stockbroking space where they make life easier for someone who is looking to understand investments! Founder of A Digital Blogger, India’s second largest Blog since 2016. He also has the distinction of being one of the earliest bloggers in the stock market Segment. Presence across

- Youtube (850 Videos, 115 K + Subscribers)
- Spotify, Google Podcast (500+ Podcasts)
- Stock Pathshala (40K + Downloads)
- A Digital Blogger Web (600K+ Monthly Visits)
Mr. Gurjinder Singh

SENIOR DIRECTOR, STRATEGY & OPERATIONS AT WIZIQ.COM
MENTOR AND ADVISOR AT MERITHUB.COM

Gurjinder Singh is an accomplished tech and business leader with executive level expertise in product management & strategy, growth hacking, user acquisition & engagement, user experience, product/business metrics & analytics, product development, business models & strategy, sales and marketing operations, customer success management and various other functions of SaaS and consumer oriented businesses.

During his professional journey so far, he has worked upon almost every aspect of startup scalability including building the product from concept stage to delivery, finding product-market fit, bringing adoption among the users, customer development, scaling revenue & operations and building an organisation around it.

Under different roles he has successfully built and led highly effective teams including technology & engineering, product management, UX & Design, inbound marketing & growth hacking, customer service & customer success management, people strategy & operations, business data & operations.

He is mentoring various startups including MeritHub.com (Helps entrepreneurs and professionals to keep their knowledge and skills up to date.) He is serving as a Senior Director, Strategy & Operations at WizIQ.Com (Helps you to build your own Online Academy with your own brand.)
Mr. Shubham Bansal
ENTREPRENEUR | MUSICIAN | BOOKWORM | PRACTISING & PROMOTING MEDITATION

Founder /CEO Guitar Bro The fastest, easiest and best way to learn guitar at home with our patented Guitar Bro tool which also includes an online course plus a book. Play your first song in 5mins and learn to play 100s of songs in just 31days.

Co-founder & CEO MINK an on demand dry cleaning service in Mumbai. An alumini of IIT Mumbai (BTECH +Mtech ) Electrical Engineering. Being from an engineering background from IIT Bombay and during college days, he performed in events across India and played alongside top musicians including Kailash Kher, Mohit Chauhan. He conducted guitar classes from a 12-year old girl to a 53-year-old lady. However, 80% of the aspirants dropped out due to the complexities of learning guitar. Determined to not let people give up on their dream, I integrated my engineering skills with my passion for music to create Guitar Bro.
Mr. Gaurav Gupta
FOUNDER AT BIZRESEARCHLABS.COM

Gaurav is the founder at BizResearchLabs (BRL). He has mentored hundreds of Startups, SMEs and helped organizations grow by bringing clarity and actionable strategy. He has been part of founding teams of technology ventures in the Media, HR tech and e-commerce space where he led product development and overall strategy. In the past he has worked with organisations like Reliance Broadcast (RBNL) and Aon Hewitt. Gaurav is also a regular panelist at BSchools and various Startup Events. He is an MBA from IIM Indore and an Electronics engineer. He loves playing Chess and is an avid Yoga practitioner.
Teaching Experience: 18 Years

● Principal, Professor (HOD-CSE), Chandigarh Group of Colleges (CGC), Mohali, India (2nd Jan. 2014– Till Date)
● Associate Professor (HOD- IT & MCA), Vidya College of Engineering, Vidya Knowledge Park, Meerut (U.P) , India (August-2006 – 1st-Jan.2014)
● Assistant Professor, Dewan Institute of Management Studies, Meerut (U.P) (June,2002- July-2006)
● Lecturer, Multitrek Institute of Technology, IGNOU Center, Meerut(U.P) , India (Aug.1999 – May 2002)
Mr. Puneet

FOUNDER AND MANAGING DIRECTOR OF PKV ADVISORS

Puneet has contributed towards building ecosystems that create, nurture and sustain cycles of entrepreneurial activity and wealth creation, both at the regional and national levels. Puneet has demonstrated excellence in strategy, advocacy, relationship and environment management, international relations, thought leadership and operations.

Puneet has led many lives and has been an entrepreneur in both India and US; an investor in business enterprises in India, US and Europe. He has over 20 years of experience as an entrepreneur and in international marketing and business development in the high tech industry.

As a serial entrepreneur he founded 2 successful ventures in India and Silicon Valley. Puneet is actively involved as a board member and advisor with a number of companies. Puneet has been a past member of the Global Board of Trustees of TiE Global and President of TiE Chandigarh and Punjab.

Prior to starting his entrepreneurial career in 2000 he worked with Centigram Communications (acquired by ADC Communications) in worldwide product management, international marketing; and services marketing groups. In addition, he has worked with Measurex Corporation (now Honeywell) and U.S. Borax / RTZ in International marketing and business development.

Puneet has an MBA in International Business from Thunderbird – The American Graduate School of International Management and a Bachelor in Mechanical Engineering.
Ms. Rajni Julka
ADVISOR & STRATEGIST-CURRICULUM, INNOVATION & TECHNOLOGY

16+ Year experienced Educationist, Life Transformational Coach, & Professional in Learning & Development with expertise in Innovation, Design Thinking, Digital e-learning & Curriculum Strategy. An Inspirational Speaker/Mentor who conducts an experiential and inspired workshop program bringing her educational & corporate experience with Student, Teachers, Principals, Corporate, Scholars, Leaders to transform their passion, skills, life & bring the full human potential. Held senior roles in Education as Principal and Head - Learning & Development, India with leadership roles facilitation. 360 Degree in education, digital + curriculum designing & life skills development.

- Consultation, Mentoring & Organizing Talks & Workshops for Education Organization/ Institutions/ Education Startups
- Educational Management/ School Expansion/ Faculty Development
- Curriculum Designing & Assessments/ Web-based Solutions
- Leadership Development
- Life Soul Coaching- Transformational Development
- Skill Development/ Behavioural & StoryTelling Workshop
- Innovation & Design Thinking Training

A Philanthropist by Heart & Soul – Associated & Work with NGOs for various educational innovative & transformational talks for Sparsh, Parikrama & Shaurya.
Innovative and Performance- driven entrepreneur with deep passion for technology & business leadership. Experienced in all aspects of business formation, operation, finance, and management. Visionary product developer with deep education in Marketing and Analytics. Effective communicator and motivator who identifies and leverages assets in teammates to reach organizational goals. A very cheerful person who looks optimistic in every situation. A learner who is committed to staying on top of the best current and emerging business practices, especially in an international context.
I am an engineering graduate with 26+ years of expertise in creating Technology Vision and Architect, Automation, Innovation, Digital and Compliance vision for organization with budgets (CAPEX and OPEX) and program management. I am known as Start-up builder & rationalizer, Business and Product Automation & Innovator with Digitization Expert along with creating business plans and brand reputation planning.

Well versed with Overall company setup with all back office and support departments operations and management like IT, CRM, HR, Finance, Admin and Operations etc. Disaster recovery and Business continuity Plans for corporates, businesses and manufacturing units along Program and Compliances management to various industry norms like ISO 27001, HIPAA, SAS70, ISO 9000 -2015, BS 7799, PCI, FDA, SSAE16. Well experienced in Business and Cost optimization. Worked for brands like HCL, GE, Manpower Inc, Fashion and You, Deal and You, Jaina, Iffco etc.
Mr. Himanshu Singla
CEO AND FOUNDER AT ONLINE TROUBLE SHOOTERS | CYBEROISM | OFFLINE LINKEDIN | BRANDING CONSULTANT | SERIAL ENTREPRENEUR

Founder and CEO, Online Trouble Shooters into Web Hosting, Web Consultancy, Corporate Training, Business Tools. Having 17 Years of Industry Experience in Technology and Training. Founder of Cyberoism (Training Agency). Founder of We Make Brand (Digital Branding), Founder of offline LinkedIn Community. Technology Consultant for various NGOs. Providing talks and advisory consultancy for various HRs, SME and MSME.
Mr. Dibakar Chandra
CO-FOUNDER SAARTHI POWER SOLUTIONS, SERIAL ENTREPRENEUR

A very curious person, who is keen on exploring new dimensions in every aspect. Working with various companies like Schlumberger, Grofers, at various stages of operations, sales, marketing and business development his mind and heart was clear that he wants to start his own Company with a purpose.

He started his entrepreneurial journey by establishing a new venture in the Industrial Training Domain where he mapped the problem of Core Engineering Students to get sustainable jobs by providing them Core Technical Training in Electrical & Mechanical. Imparting Quality Control to the Small Scale Industries with the team of students. Helping Industries in Talent Recruiting and Developing.

One step closer to his Dream of setting a company he stepped in the manufacturing Market by the name Saarthi Power Solutions. He is specialized in Developing designs using specialized computer software (CAD & CAM). Very good with customers to assess customer needs or obtain feedback. Educationally he is a qualified BE (TQM), Chandigarh, Diploma in Instrument Technology from Indo Swiss Training Centre (CSIO), Chandigarh.
Amit Doda is a certified professional with 17+ years' experience in diverse areas of Online Marketing, Growth Marketing, and Demand Generation. He clutches in-depth understanding of "Corporate Branding" and "Digital Marketing" (market research, segmentation, strategy, campaigns), Social Media Marketing, Search Engine Marketing, Inorganic App acquisition, Online Presence Management (design, user experience, content, localization), Mobile App Marketing, Display Marketing & Remarketing, Email marketing, Affiliate & Alliances Marketing.

Amit is managing a cross-functional team of 150 employees including Internet Marketing Professionals, Content Writers, Social Media Marketers, Software Engineers, DB specialists, Sales Advisors, E-commerce specialists, and Design experts. He is adept in identifying and developing relationships with key decision-makers in large global (USA, UK, Canada, Australia, etc.) corporates & enterprises for business development, suggesting most viable business plan & strategy for Product Marketing, Retail Marketing, Digital Marketing, Website design, and development projects & cultivating healthy relations with them for acquiring repeat business.
As the Founder and Director of Conversations, Kiran Joshi heads the operations of Conversations. Conversations is a full service public relations agency with a keen focus on collaborating with its clients, to create conversations with the target audience of the clients, using the right media, thus contributing to the success story of a brand. Conversations harbours the vision to conceive and deliver innovative communication solutions for various life stages of a brand to create a sustainable image.

With over fourteen years of experience in Public Relations and Brand development, Kiran firmly believes that blending new technology into PR will effectively achieve the communication objectives of the clients. Kiran holds a Postgraduate degree in Advertising and Communications. She feels that a sense of responsibility and ownership is as vital as a resilient personality and a determination to succeed.
Cdr Kuldeepak Mittal
YSM, NM (RETD)

- National Defence Academy (NDA) – 1983 - 1986
- MSc in Defence & Strategic Studies in 2003, (DSSC / Staff College).
- MSc in Satellite Communications in 2005, from Cochin University.

**Indian Navy:**

- 21 Years – 1987 - 2008
- Flag Lt to the FOCWF – 1991
- Commanding Officer INTRV- 71- 1993
- On deputation to the Government of Mauritius as Commanding Officer MCGS Guardian - 1999-2001
- Eliminated the limitations of & dependence on HF, LOS V/UHF in the IN.
- Up-scaled every single platform to real time indigenous SATCOM.
Mr. Manish Verma
CO-FOUNDER & DIRECTOR - EASYRENTALS2U

Manish, with an overall experience of close to 20 years in the corporate world, has recently ventured out on his own to try his hands as an entrepreneur. His venture, EasyRentals2U, a start up in the Shared / Rental / Access Economy Industry, is all about capitalizing on the changing lifestyle trend wherein people are focusing energies towards consumption rather than ownership.

The start up, initially, will focus on offering branded (home and office) furniture on rent. It will gradually be adding more products to its portfolio as it expands nationally. Prior to this venture, Manish has gained experience across Banking and Automobile domain, having successfully managed diverse roles ranging across Segment / Product ownership with P & L accountability, Sales & Business Development (Channel / Corporate Sales) across B2B and B2C segments, Change Management, Strategic Planning, Product and Brand Management & Distribution Management. Manish is perceived to be a well-organized and structured professional with a clear business focus. Known as a “People’s man”, he is a strong team player with a participative approach towards leadership. He has, successfully and profitably, managed an entire business end to end (P & L, Business Development, Operations, Infrastructure, client relationships) and has a strong track record of delivering results with an eye on operating efficiency.

Manish has worked across 3 geographies (West, South and North India) and travelled extensively across the length and breadth of the country which has helped give a true perspective of the dynamics in various markets. An experience in reputed organizations like Toyota, General Motors, Kinetic Honda, ICICI Bank and IndusInd Bank has helped give a multicultural exposure (Japanese, American and Indian) to the various styles of working and leadership. Manish is also an Angel Investor with business interests across industries - Co Working Space, Travel, Fashion, Technology.
Startup Accelerator Chamber of Commerce
C-6- Sector 67, SAS Nagar- Mohali-Punjab.
www.saccindia.org
SACC EVENTS in 2019-2020

In the year 2019-20, SACC has successfully executed 234 events for the entrepreneur ecosystem of Punjab, Haryana, Chandigarh and other neighboring states including MoUs with different professional organisations to provide seamless services as needed by the startups housed at Startup in a Box and members of SACC Community.
1. Mentoring Session with Mr Amit Sidana

**Dated:** 15th February 2019
**Venue:** Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Panchkula

On 15th February 2019, Mentoring Session was conducted at Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence. The guest speaker of the session was a seasoned entrepreneur Mr. Amit Sidana, Founder Corporate Stalwarts. Mr. Amit shared the mantra of being a successful entrepreneur and educated the students on the importance of passion, perseverance and conviction.
On 28th February 2019, 11th My Story Session was held in Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Sector 1, Panchkula wherein Mr. Sandeep Gandotra, Founder Five Senses and Lapalap was the guest speaker. During this interactive session, Mr. Sandeep shared his entrepreneurial journey with the students and enlightened them with his vivid experiences and learning lessons. His motivational teachings were received very well by the student startups.
3. Mentor Connect

**Dated:** 11th March 2019  
**Venue:** Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Govt. P.G. College, Sector 1, Panchkula run by SACC

On 11th March 2019, Mr. Shivshankar, Head of Swadeshi Startup, Delhi was invited by Team SACC to interact with the startups of Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence. Mr. Shivshankar enlightened the startups on various synergistic opportunities and guided them on how to scale up their business ideas.
4. Boot Camp

Dated: 13th March 2019
Venue: Government College, Barwala

On 13th March 2019, a boot camp to sensitize students on facilities available at Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence along with benefits of entrepreneurship verses wage employment was conducted by Advocate Ekant Agarwal (Executive Director, SACC), Mr. Ashok Vashisht (Associate Director Outreach Startup Incubator), Mr. Pundrik Ojha (Principal Government College, Barwala) and Suman Ma’am (Faculty Government College, Barwala) for the students of Government College Barwala at their campus.
On 15th March 2019, a boot camp to sensitize students on facilities available at Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence along with benefits of entrepreneurship verses wage employment was conducted by Mr. Ashok Vashisht (Associate Director Outreach Startup Incubator) and Ms. Isha Handa (Community Manager, Startup Incubator) for the students of Government P.G. College for Women, Sector 14 Panchkula at their campus.
6. My Story Session with Adv Baljeet Singh

**Dated:** 15th March 2019  
**Venue:** Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Govt. P.G. College, Sector 1, Panchkula (managed by SACC)

On 15th March 2019, 12th My Story Session was organized at Startup Incubator for students wherein Adv. Baljeet Singh Saini, a professional lawyer and serial entrepreneur was invited as the guest speaker. During the session, Adv. Baljeet Singh enlightened the students of 3 I's of success namely :- Initiative; Inspiration and Information.
7. Holi Celebration

Dated: 20th March 2019
Venue: Startup In a Box

On 20th March, 2019 Startup in a box in association with IDFC First Bank celebrated the festival of colors, Holi. Through the medium of this festival eve, the SIB Family got a golden opportunity to connect with each other and share memories.
8. Boot Camp

Dated: 26th March 2019
Venue: Smt Aruna Asaf Ali Government P.G. College, Kalka

On 26th March 2019, a boot camp to sensitize students on facilities available at Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence along with benefits of entrepreneurship versus wage employment was conducted by Mr. Ashok Vashisht (Associate Director Outreach Startup Incubator) for the students of Smt. Aruna Asaf Ali Government P.G. College, Kalka at their campus.
9. Mentoring Session with Mr. Pundir

**Dated:** 29th March 2019

**Venue:** Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence run by SACC

On 29th March 2019, Department of Journalism and Mass Communication of Govt. P.G. College, Sector 1, Panchkula in association with Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized an interactive training session for students. Mr. Munish Pundir, Founder Aashman Foundation was the guest speaker and educated the students about key responsibility areas, importance of strong control over language and staying updated on latest trends.

10. Red Bull Day
Dated: 22nd April 2019
Venue: Startup in a Box, Mohali

On 22nd April, Start up in a box in association with RED BULL organised Red bull day for the Entrepreneurs to keep them going and keep them growing.
On 26th April 2019, a mentoring session was organized at Startup Incubator, Govt. College, Sector- 1, Panchkula wherein Mr. Amit Doda- VP- Digital Marketing – Sebiz Infotech Pvt.Ltd. Was the Guest Mentor, educated the students about the usage of Social Media for the growth of Startups. Dr. Hemant Verma (Deputy Director, Dept. of Higher Education of Haryana), Mr. Amit Sachdeva- Sr. Consultant – KPMG were Guest Speakers accompanied with Mr. Ankit and Mr. Atul, enlightened the ideas of adding innovation in their startups. Dr. Verma generated the idea of organizing Summer Startup Camp in the month of June’19.
12. My Story

Dated: 27th May 2019

Venue: Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Govt. P.G. College, Sector 1, Panchkula (managed by SACC)

On 27th May 2019, 13th My Story Session was held in Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Sector-1 Panchkula wherein Mr. Chetan Sharma, CEO and Founder, Alliance E – Commerce was the Guest Speaker. During this interactive session Mr. Chetan shared his entrepreneurial journey with the students and enlightened them with his vivid experiences and learning lessons. He advised students to stay focused on your goals and accomplish them.
13. Mentoring Session

**Dated:** 31st May 2019

**Venue:** Startup in a Box, Mohali

Startup in a box in association with Startup Accelerator Chamber of Commerce and Learning central organized a session on "Fundamentals of entrepreneurship and beyond". Session was conducted by Mr. Yogesh Sharma who is an entrepreneur by heart, Public speaker and expert coach with experience of more than 20 Years. He is currently running his training venture with a name of Learning central.
On 3rd June’19, Day 1 of S3 – Startup Summer School. S3 was started with Inauguration Ceremony headed by Sr. Advocate Baljeet Singh Saini, Serial Entrepreneur. The program was started with a warm welcome by Mr. Ashok Vashisht (Associate Director Startup Incubator) followed by lamp lighting by Chief Guest, Mr. Ekant Aggarwal (Executive Director Startup Incubator), Mr. Ashok Vashisht, Mr. Sanjay (Community Manager Startup Inbox) and Ms. Neha Suri (Community Manager Startup Incubator). Thereafter, the session went with full swing covering various topics also its pertinent here to mention that the after break Guest Speaker session was conducted by Ms. Manjula Salaria, Founder, Prasanchetas Foundation which was received very well.
15. Day 2 - Startup Winter Camp

**Dated:** 4th June 2019

**Venue:** Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Govt. P.G. College, Sector 1, Panchkula (managed by SACC)

On 4th June, 2019 Mr. Ashok Vashisht, Associate Director Startup Incubator, started the session with Milly- Most Important Lesson Learnt Yesterday followed with the Topic Advantages of Self-Employment over Wage employment.

Our Guest Speaker Mr. Amit Doda, VP- Digital Marketing – Sebiz Infotech Pvt. Ltd., educated the students on the Entrepreneurship Competencies. This interactive session highlighted the Competencies related to business growth and success.

On 4th June, 2019 Mr. Ashok Vashisht, Associate Director Startup Incubator, started the session with Milly- Most Important Lesson Learnt Yesterday followed with the Topic Advantages of Self-Employment over Wage employment.

Our Guest Speaker Mr. Amit Doda, VP- Digital Marketing – Sebiz Infotech Pvt. Ltd., educated the students on the Entrepreneurship Competencies. This interactive session highlighted the Competencies related to business growth and success.
On 5th June’19 Mr. Ashok Vashisht, Associate Director Startup Incubator, conducted the Milly session and Ring Toss game. The lesson learnt from this game is that entrepreneurs should take calculative Risk.

Our Guest Speaker for today Mr. J. D. Ghai, Founder Santabanta.com Ltd. Conducted the Mentoring session. Mr. Ghai shared the mantra of being a successful entrepreneur and educated the students on the importance of passion, perseverance and conviction.
17. Day 4 - Startup Winter Camp

**Dated:** 6th June 2019  
**Venue:** Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Govt. P.G. College, Sector 1, Panchkula (managed by SACC)

On 6th June, 2019 Day 4 of Startup Summer School witnessed a very different start – a special motivational video “Khwab Jo” was played followed by MILLY. Team Incubator conducted the Competition- Stack It Up or Pyramid Making with Cups. The lesson learnt is that it is important to work in order from the first level on through to the other levels.
18. Day 5 - Startup Winter Camp

Dated: 7th June 2019
Venue: Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Govt. P.G. College, Sector 1, Panchkula (managed by SACC)

7th June, 2019 day five (5) of S3 – “Startup Summer School”, witnessed one of the best mentors of Town, an awe-inspiring story of success - Mr. Harjinder Singh Cheema, Managing Director, Cheema Boilers LTD, in his talk he enlightened the participants/students on 5 C’s of success : Confidence, Courage, Commitment, Consistency and Communication.
2nd half of the day witnessed another avid expert Mr. Maninder Singh Tuli, Senior Business Consultant - strategy making, business planning to various companies. He educated participants/students on Business Planning as an important strategic tool.
19. Day 8 - Startup Winter Camp

Dated: 10th June 2019
Venue: Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Govt. P.G. College, Sector 1, Panchkula (managed by SACC)

On 10th June, 2019 Day 8 of S3 “–Startup Summer School” started with MILLY followed with the topic Importance of Time Management to personal life and career success.

Team Incubator conducted the Tower Building Game. This game develop a belief in their own abilities to complete a given task and helps groups learn to communicate effectively.
20. Day 9 - Startup Winter Camp

Dated: 11th June 2019
Venue: Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Govt. P.G. College, Sector 1, Panchkula (managed by SACC)

Day 9 of S3 – “Startup Summer School"

11th June, 2019 Day Nine (9) of S3 – “Startup Summer School” started with MILLY and a brief introduction of Market Survey. Ms. Sartaj Lamba, Chairman of Aj Group, was the Guest Speaker. During this interactive session, Ms. Lamba educated the students why Time Management is important, how you can stop wasting time, and start using it wisely.
21. Day 10 - Startup Winter Camp

Dated: 12th June 2019
Venue: Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Govt. P.G. College, Sector 1, Panchkula (managed by SACC)

Day Ten (10) of S3 " –Startup Summer School" started with our daily session of the most important lesson learned yesterday "MILLY". Our Guest Speaker for 1st half was Sr. Advocate Baljeet Singh Saini, Serial Entrepreneur, he enlightened the students about the Key Legal issues that an early-stage entrepreneur must be aware of.

The 2nd half of the day witnessed another Star speaker Ms. Anuradha Chawla, Founder of Bbetter HR Solutions. During her session, she educated the participants on the importance of the body language, personality and charisma. She focused that Negative body language can give way to a lot of misinterpretation and misunderstandings which is to be avoided while doing business.

Day Ten (10) of S3 " –Startup Summer School" started with our daily session of the most important lesson learned yesterday "MILLY". Our Guest Speaker for 1st half was Sr. Advocate Baljeet Singh Saini, Serial Entrepreneur, he enlightened the students about the Key Legal issues that an early-stage entrepreneur must be aware of.

The 2nd half of the day witnessed another Star speaker Ms. Anuradha Chawla, Founder of Bbetter HR Solutions. During her session, she educated the participants on the importance of the body language, personality and charisma. She focused that Negative body language can give way to a lot of misinterpretation and misunderstandings which is to be avoided while doing business.
22. Day 11 - Startup Winter Camp

Dated: 13th June 2019
Venue: Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Govt. P.G. College, Sector 1, Panchkula (managed by SACC)

Day 11 of S3 – “Startup Summer School”

On 13th June, 2019 Day 11 of S3 started with the Most important lesson learnt yesterday followed with the Topic - Types of funding available to startups/ small businesses. Associate Director Startup Incubator - Mr. Ashok Kumar Vashisht, educated the participants on various business loan schemes, which a small business can avail easily.

On 13th June, 2019 Day 11 of S3 started with the Most important lesson learnt yesterday followed with the Topic - Types of funding available to startups/ small businesses. Associate Director Startup Incubator - Mr. Ashok Kumar Vashisht, educated the participants on various business loan schemes, which a small business can avail easily.
Day 12th of S3 – “Startup Summer School”

Day 12th of S3 – “Startup Summer School” i.e 14th June, 2019 was started with our daily session Most Important Lesson Learnt Yesterday, followed by a session on benefits of Yoga for entrepreneurs by Ms. Poonam "yoga expert"

2nd half of the day witnessed a marvelous session on Mantras of Success and Mantras of Winning with some benefits of Clapping and Mind Tickling exercises by Mr. Ekant Aggarwal, Executive Director Startup Incubator.

An additional session to map the grasping power of students was conducted by Madam Neha Suri Manager Incubator, she conducted Quiz Competition on Entrepreneurship with questions from the past 10 days learning.
24. Day 13 - Startup Winter Camp

**Dated:** 17th June 2019

**Venue:** Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Govt. P.G. College, Sector 1, Panchkula (managed by SACC)

Day 13th of S3 – “Startup Summer School”

Day 13th of S3 – “Startup Summer School” started with Road Show at Govt. P.G. College, Sector- 1, Panchkula, thereafter went to IT Park Mohali for Industrial visit, in Sebiz Square Mohali and Netsmartz Square wherein students were given the exposure of IT Industry and it’s working.

2nd half of the day witnessed Networking and Fun-filled Excursions to Inno Farms, Kharar. This trip was organized to promote Team building, co-ordination and Networking.
The last day of Startup Summer School witnessed a Valedictory Ceremony. All the students were given participation Certificates by our Guests of Honor - Dr. Archana Mishra, Principal Govt. P.G College, Sector-1, Panchkula and Dr. Anuradha Sharma, Principal Govt. College Girls, Sector-14, Panchkula. They also encouraged students to become job creators rather being job seekers.
26. Launch Ceremony of Ambulance

Dated: 19th July 2019
Venue: Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Govt. P.G. College, Sector 1, Panchkula (managed by SACC)

On 19th July, 2019 Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence launched the first Ambulance service in Tricity of its Startup-MediCover Healthguard India Pvt. Ltd. wherein Chief Guest was Dr. Archana Mishra (Principal of Govt. P.G. College Sector-1, Panchkula) and Mr. Ekant Aggarwal (Executive Director SACC). This service plays a vital role in saving lives.
27. Mentoring Session

**Dated:** 23rd July 2019

**Venue:** Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Govt. P.G. College, Sector 1, Panchkula (managed by SACC)

Mentoring Session for the month of July 2019 was organized on 23rd July 2019 at Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Govt. P.G. College Sector 1 Panchkula where the guest speaker was Mr. Sameer Sharma, Founder at Shoutlo & Uengage | Ex-Paytm | trideal. His session enlightened the students on myths of being an entrepreneur and motivated them to break all the shackles and consider entrepreneurship as a career option.
28. Awareness Camp

Dated: 25th July 2019
Venue: Government Post Graduate College, Sector 1 Panchkula

On 25th July 2019, an Awareness Workshop to sensitize students on facilities available at Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence along with benefits of entrepreneurship verses wage employment was conducted by Mr. Ashok Vashisht (Associate Director Outreach Startup Incubator) for the students of Government Post Graduate College, Sector 1 Panchkula.
29. Bootcamp

**Dated:** 26th July 2019  
**Venue:** Smt Aruna Asaf Ali Government Post Graduate College, Kalka

On 26th July 2019, a boot camp to sensitize students on facilities available at Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence along with benefits of entrepreneurship verses wage employment was conducted by Mr. Ashok Vashisht (Associate Director Outreach Startup Incubator) for the students of Smt. Aruna Asaf Ali Government P.G. College, Kalka at their campus.
30. **NextBigIdea contest**

**Dated:** 26th July 2019  
**Venue:** Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Govt. P.G. College, Sector 1, Panchkula (managed by SACC)

On 26th July 2019, SACC in association with Zone Startups Launched - 7th Edition of NextBigIdea contest 2019 (The Gateway for Indian Startups to North America) at Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Sector 1 Panchkula. The event was graced by Ms. Mia Yen, from Consulate General of Canada and Mr. Ashish Grover, Co-Founder and CTO, uTrade Solutions Pvt. ltd.
31. Teej Celebration

**Dated:** 29th July 2019

**Venue:** Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Govt. P.G. College, Sector 1, Panchkula (managed by SACC)

Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence Panchkula in association with Government College Sector 14 Panchkula organized TEEJ Exhibition on 29th July 2019, in this Exhibition - Startups (Y&T Art, Triya Homemade Chocolates, Olive Eco-Living) showcased their products – resulting in revenue generation and branding.
15th My Story Session at Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence Govt. P.G. College Sector 1 Panchkula was conducted on 29th July 2019.

Speaker of the session was Mr. Hitesh Kumar Gulati, Founder of DiversityAce Business Consulting.

He gave a golden mantra to students "Lifelong learning is an indispensable tool for every career and organisation"
On 30th July 2019, a boot camp to sensitize students on facilities available at Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence along with benefits of entrepreneurship verses wage employment was conducted by Mr. Ashok Vashisht (Associate Director Outreach Startup Incubator) for the students of Government Post Graduate College Sector – 1, Panchkula at their campus.
34. Teej Celebration

Dated: 2nd August 2019
Venue: Smt Aruna Asaf Ali Government College, Kalka

On 2nd August 2019, an Awareness Workshop to sensitize students on facilities available at Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence along with benefits of entrepreneurship versus wage employment was conducted by Mr. Ashok Vashisht (Associate Director Outreach Startup Incubator) for the students of Smt. Aruna ASAF Ali Government Post Graduate College, Kalka.
On 7th August 2019 16th My Story Session was conducted at Startup incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Sector – 1 Panchkula where Mr. Shyam Trehan, Founder A-Square Personal Finance was the Chief Speaker, along with CA Sachin Goyal and Mr. Maheshwari (Stock market expert).

During the session, Mr. Shyam shared his entrepreneurial journey and made the students aware about the importance of Persistence and Perseverance as mantra of success. CA Sachin Goyal and Mr. Maheshwari provided students with vital tips to take their ideas forward...
37. i. Sales Exhibition

**Dated:** 2nd August 2019
**Venue:** Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Govt. P.G. College, Sector 1, Panchkula (managed by SACC)

Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized a startup exhibition to promote startups at the Incubator. Startups were given an amazing opportunity to showcase their products and generate revenue by holding Pre-Rakhee Exhibition. Mrs. Archana Mishra (Principal of Govt. P.G. College Sector- 1 Panchkula) and other staff members participated and encouraged the startups.
37. Exhibition Sale
Dated: 2nd August 2019
Venue: Netsmartz

Startup Incubator in association with Netsmartz Infotech Pvt. Ltd. organized Rakhi Exhibition cum Sale for the startups of Startup Incubator cum centre of Excellence Panchkula. Various startups showcased their products and gained hands on experience of sales and marketing additionally revenue was also generated.
On 22nd August 2019, 16th Mentoring Session was conducted at Startup incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Sector – 1 Panchkula where Mr. Balbir Singh (M.A., MPHIL, MBA (HR) & PGDCBM), (Ex-Vice President NITCON Ltd.) was the Guest Speaker.

During the session, the students were enlightened about entrepreneurship and its benefits, he also suggested them to cultivate unique skills and to think outside the box.
On 27th August 2019, an Awareness Workshop to sensitize students on facilities available at Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence along with benefits of entrepreneurship verses wage employment was conducted by Mr. Ashok Vashisht (Associate Director Outreach Startup Incubator) for the students of Government Post Graduate College, Sector 1 Panchkula.
On 15<sup>th</sup> June 2019, Student startups of Startup Incubator cum center of excellence were taken to IT Park Mohali for Industrial visit, in Sebiz Square Plot No C6, Sector 67, Mohali and they were also taken to Netsmartz Square, Plot No IT C9, Sector 67 Mohali wherein students were given the exposure of IT Industry and its working.
41. Road Show

**Dated:** 13\(^{th}\) June, 2019  
**Venue:** Govt. P.G College Sector-1, Panchkula and Sebiz Square

Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized a on Road Show on 13\(^{th}\) June, 2019 at Govt. P.G College Sector-1, Panchkula and Sebiz Square, Plot No C6, Sector 67, Mohali.
Chandigarh Angels Network (CAN) with SACC brings you Road to CANNABLE 3.0-Demystifying Startup Funding scheduled on 25th Sept 2019 at Startup in a box Mohali.

Here's an opportunity for you to learn:

1. What's the right stage of raising funding!
2. What're the angel investors looking out for!
3. What it takes to build an investable startup!
43. Mentoring Event

Dated: 25th September 2019
Venue: Startup in a Box, Mohali

Startup accelerator chamber of Commerce in association with Chandigarh angels network and Startup in a box, Mohali organised a mentoring event Startup funding held on 25th September, 2019 at startup in a box. Takeaways of the event were answered on:

1. What’s the right stage of raising funding!
2. What’re the angel investors looking out for!
3. What it takes to build an investable startup!
On 27th September 2019, 50 IIC members of Gulzar Group of Institutes, Ludhiana (B.tech, multiple verticles) visited Startup Incubator sec 1, Panchkula along with two of their faculties to understand how incubator helps students in their journey towards Entrepreneurship. They interacted with the Startups fostered in our incubator followed by a mentoring session by Ms Kanika Sud, founder of Codnistic Solutions, on 'Importance of Information Technology'.
On 27th September 2019, Mentoring Session was conducted at Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence. The guest speaker of the session was Ms. Kanika Sud, founder of Codnistic Solutions. Ms. Sud shared the importance of technology in Entrepreneurship and discussed how to use various platforms for digital marketing effectively.
On 16th September 2019, 17th My Story Session was organized at Startup Incubator for students wherein Mr. Sanjay Sachdeva, Partner and Co-founder at People Management Solutions (A renowned HR Consulting firm) was invited as the guest speaker.

During the session, Mr. Sachdeva discussed the importance of constant upgradation of skills and things that bootstrapped startups should keep in mind before scaling up.
Team SACC has been delivering entrepreneurial sensitization sessions to students about Startup Incubator and Self-Employment. On 1st October 2019, a Counselling Session was organized by the Entrepreneur Development Club of the college along with the Home Science Department. The students were counselled by Sh. Ashok Vasisth, Associate Director, Centre of Excellence, Panchkula. Sh. Suresh Kumar, Convenor EDC, Prof Vandita Sharma, Prof Anjana, Prof Savita, Prof Ram Chand and Prof. Bindu were present during the session.
On 10th October 2019, Govt College Barwala organised a workshop on the concept of Entrepreneurship. The event was attended by more than 70 students of different streams.
On 11th Oct 2019, an awareness session was organised at Govt Post Graduate college sec-1, Panchkula to reinforce the concept of Entrepreneurship amongst Commerce students. The event was attended by more than 70 students.
50. YUVA UDYAM-UTSTAV

Dated: 15th October 2019
Venue: Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Govt. P.G. College, Sector 1, Panchkula (managed by SACC)

Government Post Graduate College, Sec-1, Panchkula, in association with Startup Incubator cum Center Of Excellence organized YUVA UDYAM-UTSTAV on 15th Oct 2019. 17 startups from Startup Incubator participated in the event. They generated revenue and also attained experience of selling to a large audience. IAS Anurag Agarwal, Principal Secretary - Department of Higher Education, Haryana was the chief guest of the function and praised the incubator and its startups.
51. Awareness Session

Dated: 16th October 2019
Venue: Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Govt. Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru college Faridabad (managed by SACC)

On 16th Oct, a formal induction session was organized in Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru college, Faridabad wherein the students were told about SACC and how it is going to benefit them. The session was attended by the faculty members too & were encouraged to help the students in bringing forth their ideas and sharing them with the centre team.
52. Diwali Exhibition

Dated: 21st and 22nd October 2019
Venue: Sebiz Square, Mohali

SACC in association with Prasanchetas Foundation is celebrating Diwali by Lighting up lives in need. Donate your Raddi or buy handmade products.

Exhibition cum sale on 21st and 22nd October 2019 @ Sebiz Square, Plot No C6, Sector 67 Mohali.
53. Exhibition Cum Sale

**Dated:** 23rd October 2019
**Venue:** Smt. Aruna Asaf Ali Government Post Graduate College, Kalka

On 23rd Oct’19, Smt. Aruna Asaf Ali Government Post Graduate College, Kalka in association with StartUp Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organised an Exhibition & Sale of products made by StartUps and students for encouraging entrepreneurial concepts. Dr. Hemant Verma, Deputy Director- Department of Higher Education, Haryana, inaugurated the event. Our 4 StartUps along with 50 students participated in the exhibition. The Chief guest appreciated their work and gave his valuable suggestions. All our StartUps got a very encouraging response from the visitors and generated good revenue.
On 30th October 2019, Mentoring Session was conducted at Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Panchkula. The guest speakers were Ms. Akashdeep Kaur Sharma and Mr. Pankaj Sharma, founders of Aether Software Solutions Pvt Ltd. They discussed about the challenges for StartUps in marketing and suggested how to overcome them. Ms. Akashdeep also told various ways and tools which can help boot strapped StartUps to market their products and services in most cost efficient way.
On 11th October 2019, 18th My Story Session was conducted at Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence. The guest speaker was Mr. Karamjit Singh, Founder/CEO of Rex Web Solutions.

Mr. Singh shared his entrepreneurial journey with the students in an interactive way. As the audience itself was a group of budding entrepreneurs he discussed with them the importance of working in collaboration with each other and how to make it financially viable for everyone.
On 11th Oct 2019, Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Sec-1, Panchkula conducted an international Outreach Program with Government of Canada, wherein Mr. Kapil Malhotra, Senior Commercial Officer- Ontario Trade & Investment and Ms. Sukhmani Kang from Canadian Embassy, Chandigarh were the guest speakers.

Mr. Malhotra discussed international exposure with the student startups and appreciated the efforts put in by Department of Higher Education, Haryana and SACC, to provide a sustainable environment for business ideation at college level and encourage entrepreneurship.
57. Outreach Session

Dated: 24th September 2019
Venue: Govt. College, Sector 14, Karnal (managed by SACC)

Visited Department of Tourism at Government College sector 14 and conducted encouragement session. 100 students attended the session and the duration of the session was one hour. In that session we have explained what kind of facilities and support we are providing at COE for start-ups and also invited them to Startup Incubator along with their teachers. After the session we got responses and queries from students about Startup Incubator and support.
Invited students from the Department of Journalism in Startup Incubator and conducted encouragement boot camp at Startup Incubator Karnal. Around 50 students attended the session and the duration of the session was two hours. In that boot camp we have explained the idea of entrepreneurship, role of Startup Incubator, facilities at Incubator, our support system etc. Afterwards 8 students from the Department of Journalism discussed their idea and we had a brief discussion on their ideas. Also held a meeting with the HOD of the Department of Commerce and scheduled a boot camp for tomorrow.
Visited Government College sector 14, Karnal and organized outreach sessions in the Department of Commerce. 100 students from the Department attended the session with their teachers and principal also attended the session and the duration of the session was one hour. In that session we have explained what kind of facilities and support we are providing at incubators for start-ups. Principal Ma'am also motivated the students to think of some different ideas so that students can run their own ventures and earn some revenue at this stage of their life.
Dated: 28th September 2019
Venue: SACC, Karmal

Visited Department of Science (Chemistry) and met HOD. 30 students along with their HOD visited Startup Incubator and attended the session and after the session students discussed their ideas. In that boot camp we have explained what kind of facilities and support we are providing at the incubator for start-ups.

And interested students discussed their ideas during the session. Their Idea Validation got done according to merits and limitations of their ideas. They were excited to join us in future.
Conducted encouragement boot camp session for Department of Science at Startup Incubator which was attended by 50 students from B Sc. second year along with their teachers. The duration of the session was two hours and after that we visited the Department of Commerce and planned another boot camp.

Invited Mr. Rohit from Danik Bhaskar to cover the encouragement boot camp session for the Department of Science at Startup Incubator and prepare a press note for tomorrow's newspaper in detail.
Conducted three encouragement boot camp sessions for Department of Commerce (B.com & M.com) and Department of Science at Startup Incubator COE, Karnal. The duration of each session was two hours. Around 100 students attended the session collectively. Students were encouraged to start their own ventures.

After the session 7 students expressed their interest to join Startup Incubator and they discussed their ideas.
Conducted an encouragement boot camp session for the Department of Commerce and 15 students attended the session. Duration of the session was three hours. Idea of entrepreneurship and self-employment thoroughly discussed in the session. After the session we got many queries related to start-ups.

Three students from B.Sc. visited us with their idea and discussed their idea which was related to some replacement of plastic items. Their idea validation got done according to the merits and demerits of their idea.
Conducted encouragement boot camp session for Department of Science at Startup Incubator COE and the duration of session was three hours. 65 students attended the session and get to know about the support system, services and other details about SACC. Idea of entrepreneurship and self-employment discussed in the session. After the session 15 students came with their queries. After the session we talked with students on a one to one basis and solved their queries related to the session. After that we visited Government College for women and met placement officers to plan boot camp in their college so that they also get to know our support and facilities.
Conducted two encouragement boot camp sessions at Startup Incubator COE for Department of Commerce and Department of Science. Both the sessions last for two and half hours. A total of 70 students from both the Departments attended the session. 4 students from the Tourism Department visited COE and discussed their ideas.
Conducted encouragement boot camp session for Department of Home Science B.Sc. 1st, 2nd & 3rd year collectively attended the session and after boot camp girls discussed their ideas. Visited their Department and planned about organizing the exhibition with them in which the students can showcase and sell their handmade products. After the session 4 students shared their idea of different items of crafts like Wall hangings, Deepawali items, Candles etc and validation of their idea got done.
Conducted encouragement boot camp session for the Department of Tourism and 50 students of BTM 1st, 2nd, & 3rd year attended the session. After the session students shared their ideas with us. Started working on their idea validation part.

After that we visited the principal's office and discussed with her about the idea of organizing the exhibition at the time of Deepawali so that students get motivated and self-confident.
Conducted encouragement boot camp session for Department of Commerce and Science and a total of 100 students attended the session and the duration of each session was two hours. Motivational lecture on entrepreneurship and self employment delivered in both the sessions.

After session 5 students from the Home Science Department visited us with a prototype of their product for sale in exhibition and we discussed the time taken in making the products and cost of products.
Conducted encouragement boot camp session for the Department of Biotechnology and Department of Computer Science. Collectively 80 students from both the Departments attended the session with their teachers and the duration of session was two hours.
Today we conducted encouragement boot camp session for Department of Science and Computer Science in Startup Incubator COE. A total of 60 students along with their teachers attended the session and the duration of session was two hours. Also visited Department of Home Science to discuss about Deepawali exhibition with teachers and students.
Conducted encouragement boot camp session for Department of Science and Computer Science a total of 70 students attended the session and duration of session was three hours. Concept of entrepreneurship and start-ups discussed.
Conducted encouragement boot camp session for Department of Computer Science. Almost 40 students attended the session and the session lasts for one and half hours. Encouraged the students to bring their ideas and start working on it. Told them about our support and facilities available for them.
MAHENDI WORKSHOP

Dated: 16th October 2019
Venue: Startup Incubator COE, Karnal.

PT. CLS GOVERNMENT COLLEGE, SECTOR 14, KARNAL

(Mehandi Workshop)

Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized two Mehandi Workshops in Government College, sector 14, Karnal and Government College for Women, Karnal. The workshops received overwhelming response from students and staff, more than 100 members attended the workshops which helped them in boosting their confidence and made them able to find their hidden potential.
Conducted encouragement session in Government College for women, Karnal. 135 students attended the session along with placement officers and their teachers. The duration of the session was two hours. Delivered a motivational lecture on entrepreneurship, role of Startup Incubator, facilities at Incubator, our support system, our facilities etc.
Conducted my story session and invited Mr. Pradosh Karnalvi who is a writer. He told them about what problems they can face in the field of writing, singing etc.

He motivated the students by telling how much time he has taken to come to this stage and problems faced by him. Many students asked him questions. Mrs. Sarita (Cultural Head) attended the session.
76. DIWALI EXHIBITION

Dated: 23rd October 2019
Venue: Startup Incubator COE, Karnal.

Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Deepawali Exhibition cum sale namely “Srijan Mahotsava” in Government College, sector 14, Karnal and Handicraft Exhibition cum Sale in Government College for Women, Karnal on 23rd October 2019.
On 15th Oct 2019 the first Awareness workshop was conducted by Madam Shilpa, Centre Head Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence in which she educated the students of Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru College, Sector-16A, Faridabad on the new facility which is dedicated for promotion of Entrepreneurship, its benefits and how students can become its part.
On 17th October 2019, students of Dronacharya Government College attended a lecture on the start-up ecosystem. The students were introduced to the start-up ecosystem, applications were invited and various startup success stories were shared with them.
On 4 November, the students of Dronacharya Government College, Gurgaon attended a lecture on the start-up ecosystem. The students were introduced to the incubation center, applications were invited and various start-up success stories were shared with them.

On 4th November 2019, students of Dronacharya Government College attended a lecture on the start-up ecosystem. The students were introduced to the start-up ecosystem, applications were invited and various startup success stories were shared with them.
The first Story Telling session of Dronacharya Government College was conducted by Kunal Mathur, additional director, Travel Triangle. He shared the theory of Nobel prize winner Daniel Kahneman on decision-making. Mathur filled the room with anecdotes from his journey in the Government sector as well as in the start-up world.
On 5th November 2019, Mr Madhukar Bhardwaj showcased the students on how a one minute pitch should be designed. He also explained to them the different funding options.
On 8th November 2019, Centre of Excellence Sec-1, Panchkula organized an Awareness Camp for B.A part 1 students of Government P.G College for Women, Sec-14, Panchkula to sensitize them about entrepreneurship. The event was attended by 40 students.
StartUp Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Sec-1, Panchkula, organised a mentoring session with Mr. Hitesh Jindal, Partner in Pandora Enterprises for its budding entrepreneurs on 13th November 2019. Mr Jindal explained to students about types of funding options and the difference between them. He discussed the important points for making a good project report. He also explained various government schemes under which the startups can avail loan.
84. WORKSHOP - ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Dated: 15th November 2019
Venue: Startup In a Box

Startup in a box in association with SFS and SACC organized a workshop on "Artificial intelligence and machine learning" on 15th November, 19 by Mr. Kapil Khanna (AIML expert and alumnus of IIT Bombay) @SEBIZ SQUARE, Sector-67, Mohali.
85. AWARENESS SESSION

**Dated:** 22nd November 2019  
**Venue:** Government Degree College for women, Hisar

The workshops received an overwhelming response from students and more than 500 students attended the workshops, which helped them in boosting their confidence to find their hidden potential.
Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Awareness Workshops to enhance the innate capabilities of students and to spread awareness of choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option. These workshops were conducted by Mr. Dharamveer Singh (Center Head, Hisar).
87. **AWARENESS SESSION**

**Dated:** 5th December 2019  
**Venue:** Government Degree College Hansi

Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Awareness Workshops to enhance the innate capabilities of students and to spread awareness of choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option. These workshops were conducted by Mr. Dharamveer Singh (Center Head, Hisar).
On 5th Dec’19, Students attended a workshop of Effective communication where they were told about the basic communication and the types of communication but were also told the importance of effective communication in their daily life. The session was taken by Shilpa Saluja, Community Manager of SACC, Faridabad Centre
89. AWARENESS SESSION

Dated: 12th December 2019
Venue: Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Dronacharya Govt College (managed by SACC)

On 12th December 2019, students of Dronacharya Government College, Gurugram attended a lecture on the start-up ecosystem. The students were encouraged to start their own business and consider entrepreneurship as a career option.
On 16th December 2019, students of Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru College, attended a workshop on entrepreneurship and its importance in today’s generation. The students were also told about the benefits & challenges they will have upon becoming an entrepreneur. The students were encouraged to seriously think and take entrepreneurship as a career path.
Centre of Excellence, Faridabad organized a mentoring session on 17th December 2019 in Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru College. The guest speaker was Mr. Nishant Arora – Senior Manager – Account Management of Qdesq.com During the session Mr. Arora had discussed the importance of Sales in a business and how to become a good sales person. He also discussed with the students about the start-up culture and how they should work on their ideas to make it more successful.
On 18th December 2019, students of Dronacharya Government College, Gurugram attended the second My Story session. It was conducted by Mohit Gupta, founder Soulcentric. He shared the significance of passion in the life of a founder.
93. COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP

Dated: 18th December 2019

Venue: Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Dronacharya Government College, Gurugram (managed by SACC)

On 18th December 2019, Smriti Sharma taught the students of Dronacharya Government College, Gurugram on how to communicate effectively. The students also learnt about the importance of correct non-verbal communication.
StartUp Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Panchkula, organized its 20th My Story session on 18th December 2019. The guest speaker was Lt. Col. Jitendra Sharma, a noted Motivational Speaker and a Certified Wellness Coach. During the session Lt. Col. Sharma discussed how to handle failures and rejections. He also gave tips to the budding entrepreneurs on striking a balance between their studies and career.
95. **BOOT CAMP**

**Dated:** 16th December 2019  
**Venue:** PG Degree College (Hisar)

Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized boot camp in Government Post Graduate College, Hansi (Hisar) on 19th Dec 2019, where students were helped to improve their professional skills to get ready to take up entrepreneurship.
Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized boot camp in Government Post Graduate College, Hansi (Hisar) on 19th Dec 2019, where students were helped to improve their professional skills to get ready to take up entrepreneurship.
Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized boot camp in Women Degree College, Hisar (Hisar) on 26th Dec 2019, where students were helped to improve their professional skills to get ready to take up entrepreneurship.
Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized boot camp in Government Post Graduate College, Hansi (Hisar) on 10th Jan 2019, where students were helped to improve their professional skills to get ready to take up entrepreneurship.
Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized a four day boot camp in PG Degree College (Hisar) on 14th Jan 2020 to 17th January 2020, where students were helped to improve their professional skills to get ready to take up entrepreneurship.
MENTORING SESSION

**Dated:** 24th December 2019  
**Venue:** Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Hisar

The First mentoring session of Startup Incubator cum Centre of excellence Hisar was conducted on IT, ITes and use of information technology in today’s scenario of business “How to capture Global market”.

Guest Speaker for this session was an eminent speaker, a Gold medalist of IIT Roorkee, Mr. Piyush Jain, Chief Executive Officer of Management Infotech Systems, Hisar.
The Second mentoring session of Startup Incubator cum Centre of excellence Hisar was conducted on How to Scale your business and Tips to acquire new customers. Guest Speaker for this session was a successful entrepreneur with a proven record of business expansion, Mr. Manoj, Managing Director of Vedic India Pvt. Ltd.
The Third mentoring session of Startup Incubator cum Centre of excellence Hisar was conducted on The use of Mobile Phones/Smart phones/ Mobile applications in business. Guest Speaker for this session was Mr. Manjeet Verma (Project Coordinator) Dexter Crew Pvt. Ltd. A Company involved in software and mobile application development business.
The Fourth mentoring session of Startup Incubator cum Centre of excellence Hisar was conducted on Presentation skills and Personality development.

The Guest Speaker for this session was Mr. Pratap Singh Malik (Director Placement) Guru Jambheshwar University who is known to polish the students in their presentation skills and also is an eminent person who has successfully placed his students in different job roles over the state of Haryana and abroad.
On January 8th 2020, the Gurugram incubation center organized a faculty development program for the lecturers of Guru Dronacharya Government College, Gurugram. The purpose of this program was to inform the faculty members about the various initiatives taken up by the Gurugram center, for the students.
Conducted encouragement boot camp session for Department of Computer Science and Mathematics. 40 students along with their teachers attended the session. Duration of the session was three hours. Idea of Entrepreneurship and self-employment thoroughly discussed in the session. After the session we got many queries related to start-ups.

5 students from the Department of Home Science visited us today with their ideas related to some craft items.
Dr. RS Chauhan (Retired Senior Scientist) visited Start-up Incubator, Karnal to discuss about the mentorship session on Agriculture and Entrepreneurship.
107. **MEDICAL CAMP AND ROAD SHOW BY HEALTHY LIFE DIET CLINIC**

**Dated:** 8th December 2019  
**Venue:** Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Karnal

Organized a medical camp by “Healthy Life Diet Clinic” at Krishna Temple, Sector 14, Karnal. Around 50 persons from various localities got benefitted from the event and got registered for future also.
MENTORING SESSION

Dated: 10th December 2019
Venue: Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Karnal

Assistant Directors of MSME visited Start-up Incubator to plan future training on Entrepreneurship.

Two teams of Start-ups were mentored on their further process as a startup and worked on their cost cutting.
YOGA Planet started their classes from 11-12-2019 after they were mentored @ Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Karnal.

We told them to customise their training modules as per the needs of the client like weight loss yoga, meditation, fitness yoga etc.
Mr. Nitin (Founder of Alpha Planters) visited Start-up Incubator, Karnal and discussed a mentorship session with him in the coming future. Also planned training sessions on horticulture for start-ups.

Start-up team “The Learning Point” visited Start-up Incubator and discuss about their working.
Conducted encouragement boot camp sessions for students and explained them about our Start-up project like facilities and support we are providing. 20 students attended the session and cleared their doubts and queries.
Conducted Outreach session in Government college sector 14, Karnal. It was attended by 100 students. We told them about Start-up Incubator, our support system and facilities.
On January 1st, 2020 Start-up Incubator, COE, Karnal organised a Start-up Meet for Start-ups to launch their Start-ups and to get to know each other. In this meet 10 Start-up teams introduced themselves and their Start-up ideas. Played various games.

Organised IT Mentorship session by Mr. Manmohan Singh who explained about how to do online marketing of their product and services and Mr. Sunant Grover explained how to maintain day book and account book.
Conducted MSME Training for students from various departments of college. Explained the concept of Registrations of Companies and the schemes for Start-ups.
Conducted encouragement boot camp session for Department of Computer science and Commerce. 50 students along with their teachers attended the session. Duration of the session was three hours. Idea of Entrepreneurship and self-employment thoroughly discussed in the session. After the session we got many queries related to start-ups.
Conducted encouragement boot camp session for Department of Computer science. 25 students attended the session. Duration of the session was two hours. In this session we discussed facilities and support we are providing for Start-ups. After the session we got many queries related to start-ups.
Conducted outreach activity to address students in gathering of prize distribution ceremonies and explained them about our concept of Start-up Incubator. Explained to them about our support system and facilities provided in Start-up Incubator.
Conducted Encouragement Orientation Session. 75 students attended the session and explained to them about facilities and support systems we are providing for start-ups in Start-up Incubator. A total of 20 Start-up Teams are registered with us till date.
Conducted Outreach orientation session in Government College, sector 14, Karnal. Around 40 students attended the session in two batches. Explained to them about the Start-up Incubator, our facilities and support system.
120. **BOOTCAMP**

**Dated:** 20th January 2020  
**Venue:** Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Karnal

Conducted Encouragement Orientation at Start-up Incubator, COE Karnal. Around 30 students attended the session. Afterwards students discussed their ideas. Visited Department of Commerce, Department of Computer Science and Department of Mass Communication and planned orientation programme for next day.
Encouragement Orientation Boot camp at Start-up Incubator, COE Karnal. 40 students from Department of Computer Science attended the session Explained them the concept of Start-up Incubator. Some students discussed their idea and asked queries.
Conducted Encouragement Orientation Boot camp at Start-up Incubator, COE Karnal. 60 students from Department of Computer Science and Commerce attended the session. Explained them the concept of Start-up Incubator. Some students discussed their ideas.
123.

**BOOTCAMP**

**Dated:** 25th January 2020  
**Venue:** Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Karnal

Conducted Encouragement Orientation Boot camp at Start-up Incubator, COE Karnal. 30 students from various departments attended the session. Explained them the concept of Start-up Incubator and Entrepreneurship. Some of them asked their queries and cleared their doubts.
Conducted encouragement orientation outreach session in Khalsa College, Karnal. 60 students along with their teachers from various departments attended the session explaining the concept of Start-up Incubator and Entrepreneurship.
Conducted Encouragement Orientation Boot camp at Start-up Incubator, COE Karnal. 10 students from various departments attended the session. Explained them the concept of Start-up Incubator and Entrepreneurship. Some students discussed their ideas and asked their queries about making prototypes.
Organised Start-up Meet at Start-up Incubator, COE Karnal. 30 team members attended the event. Conducted one on one brainstorming session with all the members guiding them about revenue model.
On January 7th 2020, the Gurugram incubation centre organised an awareness camp for students of the Guru Dronacharya Government College. Students shared their business ideas and expressed interest in wearing the start-up founder cap. for the students.
On 9th January 2020, Students attended a workshop about the entrepreneurial journey. The students were told about the traits of being a successful entrepreneur along with the challenges that they one faces through their entrepreneurial journey. The session also discussed how important it is for them to know about it & how the students can choose entrepreneurship as their career option. The session was attended by the BCA 2nd yr students.
On 10th January, students of B.com Final year of Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru College attended a brief session to sensitize them the centre of excellence sum incubator centre along with its benefits for them. They were also briefed about entrepreneurship & how they can choose the same as a career option.
Students of Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru College, attended a workshop about Indian Startup Ecosystem on 14th January. The session discussed how the dynamic Indian market is for a Startup & Government of India had made easy for anyone to launch a startup.
On 16th January 2020, an awareness session was organized for the students of Smt. Aruna Asaf Ali Govt. Post Graduate College, Kalka, to brief them about StartUp Incubator cum Centre of Excellence. The event was attended by 40 students.
On 17th January 2020, an awareness session was conducted at Govt. Post Graduate College, Sec-1, Panchkula, to emphasize the need of entrepreneurship.

Around 80 students attended the event.

On 17th January 2020, Boot Camp was conducted at Govt. Post Graduate College, Sec-1, Panchkula, to emphasize the need of entrepreneurship. Around 80 students attended the event.
On 17th January 2020, 21st My Story Session was conducted at Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Panchkula. The guest speaker was Mr. Deepak Kumar, Assistant Professor at Govt. Post Graduate College, Sec-1, Panchkula.

Mr. Kumar shared his career journey with students and told them the significance of self-motivation. He also spoke about the importance of good oral and written communication skills and discussed various ways to attain them.
Centre of Excellence, Faridabad organized an awareness session on Confidence Building for the students of Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru College. The students were taught about by how having the right attitude can shape up their careers. They were also told about the importance of confidence & how they build up their confidence level in order to become successful in life.
On 20th January 2020, Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Panchkula, conducted its 21st Mentoring Session. The guest speaker was Mr. Harinder Singh, a lawyer and a social activist.

Mr. Singh told the young entrepreneurs to work on bridging social and economic gaps through their ventures. He also emphasized to prioritize mental and physical wellbeing over any materialistic possession.
On 21st January 2020, an awareness session was organised in Government College, Barwala. Students were sensitised about Entrepreneurship & working of StartUp Incubator cum Centre of Excellence.

Approximately 50 students & 5 senior teachers attended the event.
On 22 January, the Gurugram Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organised an awareness camp for the students of BCA. These students were made aware of choosing entrepreneurship as the right career option. The workshop gave students the confidence to find the start-up founder in them.
An awareness session was conducted at Government Post Graduate College, Sec-1, Panchkula, on 23rd Jan 2020 to sensitize the students of M.A (part-1) about Startup Incubator. The event was attended by 35 students.
On 24th January 2020, Centre of Excellence, Panchkula, conducted an awareness session for the students of Government P.G College for Women, Sec-14, Panchkula, to sensitize them about entrepreneurship. The event was attended by 50 students.
Department Of Higher Education, Haryana and SACC India organized another insightful Startup Awareness Session on January 29th, 2020 at Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Faridabad. Here’s a glimpse of the session where BCA final year students were educated regarding the merits of being an entrepreneur as compared to wage employment.
141. AWARENESS SESSION

Dated: 21st and 22nd January 2020
Venue: Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Hisar

Awareness workshop for professors of Govt PG College, Hisar. So that they can also inform their students about Startup Incubator and how it is useful.
AWARENESS SESSION

Dated: 23rd and 24th January 2020
Venue: Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Hisar

Awareness workshop for professors of Govt PG College, Hisar. So that they can also inform their students about Startup Incubator and how it is useful.
AWARENESS SESSION

Dated: 27th - 29th January 2020
Venue: Govt P.G. College Hisar

Awareness workshop for professors of Govt PG College, Hisar. So that they can also inform their students about Startup Incubator and how it is useful.
Awareness workshop for professors of Govt PG College, Hisar. So that they can also inform their students about Startup Incubator and how it is useful.
On 6th Jan 2020 an awareness workshop was conducted for the students and Alumni plus mapped nearby Government Colleges of Faridabad, again the main focus of this session was to guide the students on the benefits of entrepreneurship and how the Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence can help them to become job providers (Instead of Job seekers).
146. **AWARENESS SESSION**

**Dated:** 17th January 2020  
**Venue:** Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Faridabad

Department Of Higher Education, Haryana and SACC India organized another insightful Startup Awareness Session on January 17th, 2020 at Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Faridabad.
Department Of Higher Education, Haryana and SACC India organized another insightful Startup Awareness Session on January 24th, 2020 at Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Faridabad. Here’s a glimpse of the session where BCA final year students were educated regarding the merits of being an entrepreneur as compared to wage employment.
Department Of Higher Education, Haryana and SACC India organised another insightful Startup Awareness Session on January 29th, 2020 at Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Faridabad. Here’s a glimpse of the session where BCA final year students were educated regarding the merits of being an entrepreneur as compared to wage employment.
FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Dated: 21st to 24th January 2020
Venue: Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Faridabad

Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organised its first weeklong FDP from 21st January 2020 to 24th January 2020 for the faculty of Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru College, Faridabad.
An Awareness Session on Startup Ecosystem & Entrepreneurship on 3rd February 2020, at StartUp Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, sector 1, Panchkula. Around 15 students participated and were enriched on StartUps, Entrepreneurship and how they can avail the benefits of the Incubator.

Centre of Excellence organized an awareness Session for the students of Govt. PG College sector 1, Panchkula on 3rd February enriching students about the StartUp Culture and Entrepreneurial Knowledge.
Centre of Excellence organized an awareness Session for the students of Govt. PG College sector 1, Panchkula on 4th February where students were informed and guided on StartUp ecosystem and Entrepreneurship. They were familiarized on the Working of the StartUp Incubator.
Centre of Excellence is organizing their 2nd mentoring session for the students of Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru College on 4th February with Lakshay Taneja, who will share his knowledge & experience about digital marketing, block chain & artificial intelligence.
On 4th Feb 2020, an awareness camp to sensitise students on facilities available at Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Gurugram along with benefits of entrepreneurship verses wage employment was conducted.
On February 4th, 2020, Department of Higher Education, Haryana and SACC India, organized an #awareness camp at Govt. Post Graduate College, Sector 1, Panchkula with a purpose to motivate students to plan for #entrepreneurship and leading #startups. Here we have some glimpse from the event to explore
Centre of Excellence organized an awareness Session for the students of Govt. PG College sector 1, Panchkula on 5th February enriching students about the StartUp Culture and Entrepreneurial Knowledge.
Ms Astha Mittal, author and artist led the My Story session on February 5th 2020 at StartUp Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, sector 12, Gurugram. She introduced the students to the concept of self publication.
Department of Higher Education, Haryana, and SACC India organized a session for final year students of BA honors (economics) at our Faridabad Centre. The event focused on creating awareness about how students could start their business with a small investment by taking advantage of professional guidance and support.
Mentoring SESSION

Dated: 7th February 2020
Venue: Govt. PG College sector 1, Panchkula

22nd Mentoring Session on 07th Feb 2020, organized on “Role of MSME on StartUps and Financing First Generation Entrepreneur at StartUp Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, sector 1, Panchkula. Good no. of 50 curious students were enlightened about the assistance provided to StartUps by the Govt. of Haryana and other financing and facilitation guidance. Our Mentor Mr. Rohit Tindal an energetic Industrial Extension officer at District Industries Centre answered all the queries of the inquisitive Entrepreneurs with ease. Our other guests were Asst. Professor (Entrepreneur) Mr. Surosh Sharma from Smt. Aruna Asaf Ali Govt. PG College Kalka and Dr. Priyanka (Senior Faculty of Commerce), Dept. PG College Sector 1, Panchkula.

STARTUP WINTER CAMP
With the idea of encouraging students to think like entrepreneurs, the Department of Higher Education, Haryana, and SACC India organized a 15 day startup winter camp at Incubation Center Gurugram.

The session had active participation from the students of Dronacharya Govt. College who were introduced to the concepts of successful startup planning and promoting the spirit of self-employment.
The Department of Higher Education, Haryana, and SACC India are working in a collaboration aiming at the motive to generate career opportunities for youth in Haryana.

With a notion to support startups amongst youth, an orientation session was conducted on February 11th, 2020, at Government College for Women spreading awareness about SACC and explaining the path to startup planning.
Mr. Gautam Aggarwal, CEO Bookmyseat led a mentoring session on February 13th 2020 at StartUp Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, sector 12, Gurugram. Around 20 students learnt about the art of digital marketing and how they can stand out in the crowded digital world.
Department of Higher Education, Haryana in association with SACC INDIA Startup Accelerator Chamber of Commerce is dedicatedly working to upscale #career opportunities for youth in Haryana, promoting the idea of #entrepreneurship.

On February 17th, 2020, our team led a session at Gurugram Centre, encouraging the students of Dronacharya Govt. College to think like entrepreneurs and establish progressive startups under the support of the Haryana Government.
163. AWARENESS SESSION

Dated: 18th February 2020
Venue: Dronacharya Govt. College, Gurugram

Department of Higher Education, Haryana in collaboration with SACC INDIA Startup Accelerator Chamber of Commerce is taking every possible step that can help create a self-employed and prosperous Haryana.

The incubator team led an entrepreneurship and #startup awareness camp at our Gurugram Centre, encouraging students from Dronacharya Govt. College to think like entrepreneurs and lead successful startups.
Centre of Excellence organized an awareness Session for the students of Govt. ITI sector 14, Panchkula on 20th February enriching and motivating the technical students with intense Entrepreneurial Knowledge to drive positive StartUp Outcomes.
The Gurugram Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organised a start-up club. Every Friday, students meet-up to discuss and share their viewpoint on the start-up news, autobiographies they have read and their ideas. The main agenda of initiating this club is to keep students updated and inspired about the start-up ecosystem.
Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized boot camp in Dronacharya Government College, New Railway Road, Gurugram -on 26th February. At the camp, students were educated on creating the perfect pitch deck and winning Government start-up competitions.
AWARENESS SESSION

Dated: 27th February 2020
Venue: Govt. PG College for Women, Sector 14, Panchkula

Awareness camp organized at Govt. PG College for Women, Sector 14, Panchkula by Startup Incubator Centre of Excellence, Panchkula on 27th Feb 2020. Approximately 30 Curious Students of Home Science participated in this camp under the guidance of Dr. Neerja Sarot HOD (Home science). They were illuminated on strengthening the StartUp ecosystem.
Conducted one on one Brainstorming session with three existing teams AK Crafts, Rudraksh Event Management and Eco Fields explained to them about revenue generation, day book and account book maintenance.
Visited DAV PG College, Karnal conducted awareness session. 70 students along with their teachers attended the session. Explained to them about Start-up Incubator, facilities and support available for them.
Conducted Encouragement Orientation Boot camp at Start-up Incubator, COE Karnal. 20 students from various departments attended the session. Explained the concept of Start-up Incubator and Entrepreneurship.
Visited Government college sector 14, Karnal to spread awareness about Startup Incubator, COE Karnal. Around 500 students attended the event. Explained them about the concept of start-up incubator, facilities and support system available for students.
Conducted Encouragement Orientation Boot camp at Start-up Incubator, COE Karnal. 25 students from various departments attended the session. Explained the concept of Start-up Incubator and Entrepreneurship. Some students discussed their ideas.
Conducted Encouragement Orientation Boot camp at Start-up Incubator, COE Karnal. 50 students from various departments attended the session. Explained the concept of Start-up Incubator and Entrepreneurship. Some of them discussed their idea and asked about financial support.
Conducted three outreach sessions in Government PG College, Karnal. First session was conducted in Botany Department to tell them the concept of Start up Incubator. Second session was conducted in the Biotech Department to tell them the concept of Start-up Incubator.
Conducted Outreach orientation session in Government College, sector 14, Karnal. Around 50 students attended the session in the Department of Psychology. Explained to them about Startup Incubator, facilities and supports available for students.
176. **BOOTCAMP**  
**Dated:** 14th February 2020  
**Venue:** Start-up Incubator, COE Karnal

Conducted encouragement boot camp session 25 students from various departments attended the session. Duration of the session was two hours. In this session we discussed facilities and support available for Start-ups. After the session some students asked their queries related to start-ups.
177. MENTORING SESSION

Dated: 14th February 2020
Venue: Start-up Incubator, COE Karnal

Conducted Mentorship Session on Agrepreneurship at Start-up Incubator, COE Karnal on Feb 14th, 2020. It is conducted to make the students aware about concept of Agrepreneurship. 60 students from Department of Biotechnology and Department of Botany attended the session along with their teachers.
Conducted encouragement boot camp session. 40 students from various departments attended the session. Duration of the session was two hours. In this session we discussed facilities and support available for Start-ups. After the session we got many queries related to start-ups.
Conducted encouragement boot camp session 40 students attended the session from various Departments. Duration of the session was two hours. In this session we discussed facilities and support we are providing for Start-ups. After session we got many queries related to start-ups.
Conducted Encouragement Orientation Boot camp at Start-up Incubator, COE Karnal. 60 students from Department of Computer Science and Commerce attended the session. Explained them the concept of Start-up Incubator, Portfolio Management and Entrepreneurship Development. Some of them discussed their ideas.
Conducted Outreach orientation session in Government College Women, Karnal. Around 40 students attended the session along with their teachers. Explained about the Start-up Incubator, facilities and support system available for start-ups.
Visited Government College, Sector 14 to attend district level competition as a Judge for Declamation Contest. Around 150 students along with staff members were explained about the start-up incubator and its benefits.
Conducted Outreach Session in Government college sector 14, Karnal. It was attended by 80 students along with their faculty members. Explained the concept of Startup Incubator and facilities available for them.
184. OUTREACH SESSION

Dated: 3rd March 2020
Venue: SUS Government College, Indri

Visited SUS Government College, Indri. Conducted 3 Outreach Awareness Sessions back to back for students of various Departments i.e. Department of Science, Department of Arts and Department of Commerce.
Conducted Outreach Session in Government college sector 14, Karnal. It was attended by 50 students from the Department of Commerce and Department of Computer Science along with their faculty members. Explained the concept of Startup Incubator and facilities available for them.
Conducted Outreach Session in Government college sector 14, Karnal. It was attended by students from the Department of Mathematics and Department of English along with their faculty members. Explained the concept of Startup Incubator and facilities available for them.
MENTORING SESSION

Dated: 6th March 2020
Venue: Start-up Incubator, COE Karnal

Conducted Mentorship Session for students and startups on the occasion of Women's Day. Ms Anjali Grover (Entrepreneur and Founder of Webonian Online Services) visited us and mentored our students and startups. Explained the concept of Digital Marketing and her own Entrepreneurial journey.
Conducted Outreach Session in Government college sector 14, Karnal. It was attended by 35 students from the Department of Science along with their faculty members. Explained the concept of Startup Incubator and facilities available for them.
Conducted awareness outreach session in Government College for Women. Around 20 students attended the session. Explained the concept of Startup Incubator. Some students discussed their ideas and showcased their prototypes.
Conducted an awareness session for around 50 students. Explained the concept of Startup Incubator. Some students discussed their ideas and showcased their prototypes.
191. **BOOTCAMP**

**Dated:** 7th March 2020  
**Venue:** Start-up Incubator, COE Karnal

Conducted an awareness session for around 50 students. Explained the concept of Startup Incubator. Some students discussed their ideas and showcased their prototypes.
Conducted an awareness session for around 40 students. Explained the concept of Startup Incubator. Some students discussed their ideas and showcased their prototypes.
Conducted activity sessions for students and Startups. By performing "Money, Hours and Minutes" activity. Students learn how to use the available resources wisely and how to start with scratch. The whole session proved to be informative as well as entertaining.
Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Awareness Workshops to enhance the innate capabilities of students and to spread awareness of choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option. These workshops were conducted by Mr. Dharamveer Singh (Center Head, Hisar).
Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Awareness Workshops to enhance the innate capabilities of students and to spread awareness of choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option. These workshops were conducted by Mr. Dharamveer Singh (Center Head, Hisar).
Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Awareness Workshops to enhance the innate capabilities of students and to spread awareness of choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option. These workshops were conducted by Mr. Dharamveer Singh (Center Head, Hisar).
Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Awareness Workshops to enhance the innate capabilities of students and to spread awareness of choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option. These workshops were conducted by Mr. Dharamveer Singh (Center Head, Hisar).
198. AWARENESS SESSION

Dated: 21st to 22nd February 2020
Venue: Govt. PG College, Hisar

Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Awareness Workshops to enhance the innate capabilities of students and to spread awareness of choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option. These workshops were conducted by Mr. Dharamveer Singh (Center Head, Hisar).
199. **AWARENESS SESSION**

**Dated:** 24th to 25th February 2020  
**Venue:** Govt. PG College, Hisar

Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Awareness Workshops to enhance the innate capabilities of students and to spread awareness of choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option. These workshops were conducted by Mr. Dharamveer Singh (Center Head, Hisar).
200. **AWARENESS SESSION**

**Dated:** 26th February 2020  
**Venue:** Govt. PG College, Hisar

Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Awareness Workshops to enhance the innate capabilities of students and to spread awareness of choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option. These workshops were conducted by Mr. Dharamveer Singh (Center Head, Hisar).
AWARENESS SESSION

Dated: 27th and 28th February 2020
Venue: Govt. PG College, Hisar

Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Awareness Workshops to enhance the innate capabilities of students and to spread awareness of choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option. These workshops were conducted by Mr. Dharamveer Singh (Center Head, Hisar).
Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Awareness Workshops to enhance the innate capabilities of students and to spread awareness of choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option. These workshops were conducted by Mr. Dharamveer Singh (Center Head, Hisar).
Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Awareness Workshops to enhance the innate capabilities of students and to spread awareness of choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option. These workshops were conducted by Mr. Dharamveer Singh (Center Head, Hisar).
Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Awareness Workshops to enhance the innate capabilities of students and to spread awareness of choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option. These workshops were conducted by Mr. Dharamveer Singh (Center Head, Hisar).
Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Startup Artwork event. In this startups showcased their artworks.
206. **AWARENESS SESSION**

*Dated:* 7th March 2020  
*Venue:* Govt. PG College, Hisar

Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Awareness Workshops to enhance the innate capabilities of students and to spread awareness of choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option. These workshops were conducted by Mr. Dharamveer Singh (Center Head, Hisar).
Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Awareness Workshops to enhance the innate capabilities of students and to spread awareness of choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option. These workshops were conducted by Mr. Dharamveer Singh (Center Head, Hisar).
Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Awareness Workshops to enhance the innate capabilities of students and to spread awareness of choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option. These workshops were conducted by Mr. Dharamveer Singh (Center Head, Hisar).
MENTORING SESSION

Dated: 25th February 2020
Venue: SACC, Hisar

Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized a Mentoring Workshop by Mr Roshan Kirori, director Daksh Animation, Hisar
210. **MENTORING SESSION**

*Dated:* 16th to 17th March 2020  
*Venue:* Govt. College for Women, Hisar

Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Mentoring Workshops to enhance the innate capabilities of students and to spread awareness of choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option.
On 26th February 2020, 22nd My Story Session was conducted at Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence. The guest speaker was Mr. Anil Kumar Pandey, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Journalism & Mass Communication at Govt. Post Graduate College, Sec-1, Panchkula.
On 14th Feb’2020, we at StartUp Incubator Cum Centre of Excellence organized a Learning with fun event which saw students from different colleges of District Panchkula and our incubated StartUps.
Through these sessions we try to build self-confidence in them while remembering that their own creativity is the real essence of their startup.
Startup Incubator Centre of Excellence, Panchkula organized an Entrepreneurial Development through Classroom training on “Risk Taking Capacity & Focused Goal Development” on 12th March, 2020. Around 15 students participated and they learned the Importance of Risk Taking and Goal Setting in their lives through Learning by Doing and how its related to Entrepreneurship.
Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized boot camps in Government Post Graduate college, Sec-1 Panchkula wherein good number of students were helped to improve their skills of being a better professional and an evolved individual, ready to take up Entrepreneurship, or being ready for the industry to consume him/her.
Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized boot camps in Government Post Graduate college, Sec-1 Panchkula wherein good number of students were helped to improve their skills of being a better professional and an evolved individual, ready to take up Entrepreneurship, or being ready for the industry to consume him/her.
Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Awareness Workshops to enhance the innate capabilities of students and to spread awareness of choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option.
Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Awareness Workshops to enhance the innate capabilities of students and to spread awareness of choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option.
Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Awareness Workshops to enhance the innate capabilities of students and to spread awareness of choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option.
220. **AWARENESS SESSION**

**Dated:** 26th February 2020  
**Venue:** Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Faridabad

Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Awareness Workshops to enhance the innate capabilities of students and to spread awareness of choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option.
221. **AWARENESS SESSION**

**Dated:** 27th February 2020  
**Venue:** Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Faridabad

Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Awareness Workshops to enhance the innate capabilities of students and to spread awareness of choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option.
Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Awareness Workshops to enhance the innate capabilities of students and to spread awareness of choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option.
On 3rd March 2020 Start-up Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, organized my story session in Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru College, Faridabad where Ms. Anshu Sinha, Founder of Momsz took the session & shared her insight on being an entrepreneur.
On 5th March 2020, Startup incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized another My Story Session and the guest speaker was International Para Athlete, Ms. Kanchan Lakhani.
The guest speaker of this session was Mr. Dinesh Sharma – Program Head of One Tick Technologies. During the session Mr. Sharma shared his journey starting from being an employee to an entrepreneur, he shared his journey from being a manager of railway projects and then how his small investment led to establishing his own company.
On 25th February 2020, Startup incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized a bootcamp, where 100+ girls from various streams attended the camp which lasted for more than three hours.
WOMEN ENTREPRENEUR WEEK

**Dated:** 2nd March to 5th March 2020  
**Venue:** Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Faridabad

Women Entrepreneur Week- to celebrate the lively spirit of women, the entire week from 2nd March 2020 to 5th March 2020 was dedicated to Women entrepreneurs and girl students from Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru College & Government College for Women were given special attention. During this week we covered various topics like Confidence Building, Awareness on Startup Incubator, Personality Development, Mentoring sessions to name a few.
AWARENESS SESSION

Dated: 11th February 2020
Venue: Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Faridabad

Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Awareness Workshops to enhance the innate capabilities of students and to spread awareness of choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option.
Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Awareness Workshops to enhance the innate capabilities of students and to spread awareness of choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option.
AWARENESS SESSION

Dated: 24th February 2020
Venue: Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence, Faridabad

Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Awareness Workshops to enhance the innate capabilities of students and to spread awareness of choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option.
Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized Classroom Teaching regarding awareness amongst students for scope of startups in India.
Awareness Camp On 7th March 2020, Team Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence organized an Awareness Workshop for NCC students. The purpose of this Awareness Camp was to bring awareness amongst students about choosing Entrepreneurship as the right career option.
The Mentoring Session with Ms. Shivkriti Raj was the second mentoring series for the Gurugram incubation centre. She spoke to students on how to approach customers. She showcased various customer acquisition techniques. She also taught students the significance of customer satisfaction.
The My Story Session with Ms. Soumita Moitra was the third session of My Story series for the Gurugram incubation centre. She spoke to students about the journey of a freelancer, how email marketing can be used as a tool to acquire customers and the best practices a founder can implement.
Highlights of the Previous Years

In the year 2018-19 in total 65 events were organized by Team SACC. Few of these events include:-
• **Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence Launch**

“SACC” Startup Accelerator Chamber of Commerce created Haryana’s First Startup Incubator cum Center of Excellence

---

**IN THE MEDIA**

Education Minister State First Startup Incubator Centre Of Excellence Opened in Faridabad

Haryana’s first startup incubator opens in Panchkula

The first startup incubation centre launched in Haryana

Haryana edn minister launches Shishu Setup app for students

---

Inauguration was done by Shri Ram Bilas Sharma, Honorable Education Minister, Haryana, in the presence of Shri Gian Chand Gupta, MLA, Panipat, Smt. Latika Sharma, MLA, Kalaa, Smt. Jyoti Arora, IAS, Additional Chief Secretary, Department of Higher Education, Haryana, Shri Manjul Dharwal, SACC President, CEO and Co-founder Netsmartz and Shri Nitin Monga, Vice President, SACC and Co-founder WE Excel.
Round Table Conference in association with British High Commission
• Appreciation from Share-Hope Tricity

Startup in box, the best co-working space of tri-city got appreciation from Share-Hope Tricity Biggest donation drive in association with Shoutlo.com for being the top most contributor in the Tri-City

Thank you for your compassionate support
- Team Shoutlo
NBI Contest Launch at SACC


The Special Guests for the event included Mr. Gurbans Sobti, Trade Commissioner, Consultant General of Canada, Government of Canada; Mr. Kunal Nanavati, CEO uTrade and Mr. Rohil Bansal, Trade Commissioner, British Columbia, Consulate General of Canada.
Round Table Conference in association with US Embassy
● Pre-Pitching – Punjab Startup Summit 2018

Punjab Start-up Summit 2018
Nurturing Talent, Harnessing Innovation
Friday, 31st August, 2018, 8:30am to 5:30pm
www.startupsummitpunjab.com

Mr. Anshul Dhiman, a 1st Year student at Govt. P.G. College, Sector 1, Pkl was given an opportunity by Team SACC to pitch his ideas to live investors at Punjab Startup Summit 2018.
Startups are changing the system of venturing into a business. The challenge is to have belief in the business idea, sustain in the competition, being advised at the right stage, and to be mentored for the right business strategy with the availability of resources.

Manipal Dhariwal
Co-founder and CEO - Netsmart Group
Chairman, President - SECC
Chairman Start-Ups/Entrepreneurship IT BFSI Committee - FICCI
● Launch of MediCove Healthguard India Pvt.Ltd
Startup Expo/ Workshop

Startup Incubator Centre of Excellence organized a startup exhibition to promote startups of the incubator. Startups were given an amazing opportunity to showcase their products and generate revenue by holding a Pre-Diwali exhibition.
Diwali Exhibition

On 2nd November 2018, Startup Incubator cum Centre of Excellence in association with Govt. I.G. College, Sector 1, Panchkula, organized a Diwali Festival for students to showcase their products and generate revenue.
SACC has facilitated affordable co-working space for early stage startups called Startup in a Box at Sebiz Square, Mohali. Started in Fall Winter 2014, Startup in a Box became the first ever co-working space for early and idea-stage startups in Punjab.

Spread over 5000 square feet of area and now in 2017 expanded to 7262 sq ft of area, this space is a plug and play facility for aspiring entrepreneurs. They can park themselves on a nominal monthly subscription and these entrepreneurs then have access to unique facilities like monthly, dedicated mentoring from industry experts, a creative and motivating work environment, Internet access, electricity and air-conditioning, conference room facility, a Startup Library (books & videos) etc.

Today, in almost 4 years, SIB has 40 startups flourishing within its precincts and every year there is a shuffle of almost 50% entrepreneurs. These entrepreneurs are from various sectors like IT & ITES, publishing, travel, innovation, marketing & branding and manufacturing, the startups thrive in this buzzing environment, exchange ideas and enjoy stimulating discussions and of course the world class facilities!
Work area at Startup in a Box

Relaxation space at Startup in a Box
Many thanks to our Partners!
SACC c/o Sebiz Square, IT - C6, Sector 67, Mohali - 160062, Punjab, India
Phone: +91-9779-241-818
Email: info@saccindia.org
Website: SACCIndia.org

Startup Accelerator Chamber of Commerce
C-6- Sector 67, SAS Nagar- Mohali-Punjab.
www.saccindia.org

THANK YOU!